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ADDICTION - Alcohol / Drugs / Gambling / Social Media
B
Bath
Salts and
Other Synthetic
O
Drugs: Think
D
About It
A
T
Total
memory loss of
recent events. Hallucinare
tions of monstrous proportions. Horriﬁc violence
that has even been known to include cannibalism. Filmed with a primary focus on “bath salts”
(synthetic cathinones), this video examines readily
available designer drugs that can produce powerful
highs while exposing the immensely damaging
effects such chemicals cause to the brain and other
organs when ingested. A police ofﬁcer, a toxicologist, an addiction counselor, and a recovering
addict talk seriously and frankly about substance
abuse and its life-wrecking effects, while a what-if
dramatization of a young teen who dies of a “bath
salts” overdose will leave viewers thinking about
the power of peer pressure. Caution: Contains
scenes of drug abuse and overdose.
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s &-' s &-'
$6$ 0RICE 

T Dark Side of
The
Adderall and
A
O
Other “Study
D
Drugs”
W
When used under a docto
tor’s guidance, Adderall,
Ritalin, and similar medications can be effective
in controlling ADHD. But pressure over grades and
competition for college admission is encouraging
students to abuse prescription stimulants. The cost
of such abuse is high, leading to ever-increasing
addiction that produces serious physical and
psychological problems. This video follows Randy
who began abusing Adderall in high school to improve his performance and, having later dropped
out of college, relies on it to enable him to work
for days at a time as a handyman.
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s &-' s &-'
$6$ 0RICE 

D
Drug
Addiction TThe Consequences
((Teens at Risk Series)

T
Teens
and young adults desscribe the downward spirals
ttheir lives took after continuued use of illegal substances,
tthe effect on their families,
hhow it fast-tracked their lives
into crime, and how in some cases, it left many
living on the streets. In hard-hitting testimony
they describe the struggle to get and stay clean
and what it means to live a life free of drugs
Subjects covered include: Overcoming temptation
and desire, Drug treatment and rehab programs.
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s 4-7 s 1$6$
$6$ 0RICE 

D
Drugs
& Alcohol
a
and Your Choice

AWARD WINNER

A
After viewing this program
sstudents will learn the
ffollowing:
I L DI OVER THE COUNTER MEDICATIONS
s !LL DDRUGS INCLUDING
PRESCRIPTION MEDICINES ENERGY DRINKS ALCOHOL AND
MARIJUANA AFFECT THE WAY YOUR BODY AND MIND
WORK AND CAN BE HARMFUL IF THEY ARE MISUSED OR
ABUSED
s 4AKING MEDICINE PRESCRIBED FOR SOMEONE ELSE CAN
BE DANGEROUS TO YOUR HEALTH IT IS ALSO ILLEGAL
s )NHALANTS ARE POTENT CHEMICALS THAT CAN HAVE
SERIOUS EVEN DEADLY CONSEQUENCES
s #ONTRARY TO POPULAR BELIEF USING DRUGS CAN HAVE
A NEGATIVE IMPACT ON A TEENS SOCIAL AND
ACADEMIC LIFE
 MIN s 'R   s  s #EREBELLUM
'( s $6$ 0RICE 

Please inquire regarding
streaming license fees.

(Real Life Teens Series)
(R

 MIN s 'R   s  s 4-7 s 1$6$
$6$ 0RICE 

HEALTH & GUIDANCE RESOURCES

H did Alcoholics
How
Anonymous begin? What
A
inﬂuences shaped it into
in
the worldwide, support-focused organization it is
today? This program explores a quest for answers
by two ﬁlmmakers - Orly Yadin, an Israeli-born
documentarian and archival ﬁlm specialist who
questions the idea of genetic alcoholism, and
Eleanor Lanahan, an animator whose family tree
suggests a different perspective (she’s the granddaughter of F. Scott Fitzgerald). Their search leads
them to the roots of AA’s founders, the structural
parallels between AA meetings and civic gatherings, temperance movements predating AA, and
more. Segments take viewers inside a real AA
meeting that offers a poignant window into the
confrontation of addiction.

((Guidance Systems
C
Character Building Series)

Drug Addiction
D
T
Today’s
teens are more expposed to illegal, prescription
aand over-the-counter drugs
tthan ever before. Many teens
ssee drug use as part of the
nnormal teenage experience.
TThey use drugs to escape,
self-medicate, get instant gratiﬁcation, or hide
feelings of low self-esteem and lack of conﬁdence.
This program discusses the ways teens can resist
pressure to try drugs, ways they can say “no” to
their friends, the dangers and consequences if
they don’t, and where they can turn to for help.

O Alcoholic
One
tto Another:
Demystifying AA
D

 3TARS h2ECOMMENDEDv
6IDEO ,IBRARIAN
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s &-' s &-'
$6$ 0RICE 

S
Social
Media
Addiction
A
(Real Life Teens Series)
(R

O of the biggest problems
One
ffacing teens today is the
aaddictive, pervasive effects of
ssocial media. It can lead to
in
increased distractibility, anxieety, depression and apathy.
Teens can become absorbed in a superﬁcial online
world. As a direct result, they crave afﬁrmations
from their peers in the form of likes, favourites,
shares, retweets, reblogs, and revines. They may
even start to feel irrelevant without social media
attention. Teens who have trouble connecting
face-to-face may depend on the Internet as a
place where they feel understood by their peers
and use it as a replacement for social interaction.
However, spending too much time on the internet
can lead to social isolation, symptoms of depression and withdrawal from amily and friends.
 MIN s 'R   s  s 4-7 s 1$6$
$6$ 0RICE 

TTroubled Teens Series sex, alcohol, social media, gambling and video
((6 Volumes)

TThis series takes an inddepth look at the dark side
oof teen addiction and gives
aadvice on where a teen can
tturn to for help, guidance
aand recovery. Told by teens
sstruggling with addiction and
tthe professionals treating
them, this series gives an insight into the thoughts
and mind-set of today’s teen culture and tackles
a number of different addictions including drugs,

gaming addiction.
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s
s
s
s
s
s

4ROUBLED 4EENS 4ALK !LCOHOL !DDICTION 1$6$
4ROUBLED 4EENS 4ALK $RUG !DDICTION 1$6$
4ROUBLED 4EENS 4ALK 'AMBLING !DDICTION 1$6$
4ROUBLED 4EENS 4ALK 3EX !DDICTION 1$6$
4ROUBLED 4EENS 4ALK 3OCIAL -EDIA !DDICTION 1$6$
4ROUBLED 4EENS 4ALK 6IDEO 'AMING !DDICTION
1$6$

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s 4-7
3 s $6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 
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ADDICTION - Alcohol / Drugs / Gambling / Social Media
Teens at Risk Series (8 Volumes)

This series reveals ﬁrst-hand how young people
deal with and overcome the very real challenges
encountered as part of their growing up. Personal
interviews and real-life stories teach students
how seemingly overwhelming problems can be
overcome. “Teens At Risk” is crafted by experts
to help solve, and give advice about, pressing issues facing youth in school, family and adolescent
society and gives viewers needed messages of
hope and support.
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s !DDICTION AND $EPRESSION 1
s $RUG !DDICTION 4HE #ONSEQUENCES 1$6$
s 'UNS 'ANGS  6IOLENCE 1$6$
s 3UICIDAL 3IGNS $EPRESSION 3ELF -UTILATION 2!$
1$6$
s 4EENAGE $EPRESSION 1
s 7ASTING !WAY 1
s 9OUTH AND $RUGS 1
s 9OUTH AND 'UNS 1
 X   MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s 4-7
3 s $6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

S
STONED
at
S
School
((Real Life Teens Series)

W
When a teen chooses to go
tto school under the inﬂuence
oof drugs or alcohol it can
hhave serious consequences.
Missing classes, falling
M
bbehind, getting lower grades
and ultimately losing funding for a student’s
higher education is but a single representation
of how drugs and/or alcohol can detrimentally
impact a student’s academic experience. Subjects
covered include: Alcohol abuse; Children of alcoholics (COA’s); Prescription drug abuse; Marijuana;
Impaired academic performance.
Includes: Teacher’s Guide

 MIN s 'R   s  s 4-7 s 1$6$
$6$ 0RICE 
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ALSO RECOMMENDED:

4

s
s
s
s
s
s
s

!LCOHOL AND 0REGNANCY -AKING (EALTHY #HOICES
$RUGS  !LCOHOL
'AMBLING )TS A ,OSING "ET 3ERIES
-ORE 4HAN 4HIS
-OST 5SED -OST !BUSED $RUGS 3ERIES
0ARTY $RUGS 2EAL ,IFE 4EENS 3ERIES
$RUGS 4HE 3TRAIGHT &ACTS 3ERIES

0LEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS ON EACH PROGRAM

The Body Series

These programs are
correlated to the
curriculum for the primary
classroom. Each program
includes an 11-minute interactive video with on-screen questions, vocabulary,
and a ﬁve-question video quiz, as well as a time
saving 15-page teacher’s guide (.pdf) with math,
reading and writing activities, assessments, skill
development lessons and video script.
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s Your Body  MIN s 6,#
Explores some fascinating features of the body.
Special attention is given to the healthy maintenance
of growing bodies. Concepts and terminology: body
systems, cells, tissues, organs, health, and body needs.
s Healthy Habits  MIN s 6,#
This practical program stresses some fundamental
essentials to maintaining body health. Everyday
examples of healthy habits teach students how
they can prevent sickness, and other health
problems. Special emphasis is placed on life-long
hygiene practices. Concepts and terminology:
disease, sickness, hand-washing, germs, teeth
brushing, sleep, nutrition, and annual physical.
s )NVESTIGATING (EREDITY  MIN s 6,#
This fascinating program helps students understand the basics of heredity. Acquired traits and
inherited traits are deﬁned and contrasted. Special
emphasis is placed on some easy-to- understand
human traits that are inherited. Concepts and terminology: characteristics, traits, and inheritance.
s 9OUR $IET  MIN s 6,#
What things should you eat and drink to help you
stay healthy? This program addresses this often
confusing topic. Special emphasis is paid to healthy
eating habits, “My Plate”, and meal planning strategies. Concepts and terminology: nutrients, calories,
junk food, balanced diet, food groups
 X   MIN s 'R   s  s 6ISUAL ,EARNING
$6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

Your Inner Fish
Y
H you ever wondered
Have
why the human body looks the
w
way it does? Why we walk on
w
ttwo legs instead of four? Why
we can see in colour but have
w
a poor sense of smell?v9OUR
)NNER &ISHv delves deep into the
)N
ppast to answer questions like
these.
series reveals a startling truth:
h This
h three-part
h
Hidden within the human body is a story of life on
Earth. Based on a best-selling book by evolutionary
biologist Neil Shubin, this scientiﬁc adventure story
takes viewers from Ethiopia to the Arctic Circle on a
hunt for the many ways that our animal ancestors
shaped our anatomical destiny. The series is both an
epic saga and a modern-day detective story - by turns
surprising, funny, anddeeply profound.

ANATOMY/BIOLOGY
Just the Facts - Biology:
Genetics Series (3 Volumes)
This series presents the fundamental elements of
the world of science. Covering pillars of scientiﬁc
knowledge, this collection presents a full summary
of genetics using live footage, historical video
clips and animated graphics. Each video is divided
into sections to explore speciﬁc themes, and
concludes with a summary of key points.
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s $.! ,IFES #ONTROLLER '(
s 'ENETIC %NGINEERING '(
s 7HAT !RE #ELLS ,IKE '(
X  MIN s 'R   s  s #EREBELLUM
$6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

Just the Facts - Biology:
The Human Body Series (8 Volumes)
This series examines the fascinating functions of the
human body. Concepts are illustrated with live footage, video clips, and animated graphics. Each video is
divided into sections to explore speciﬁc themes, and
concludes with a summary of key points.
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

4HE "RAIN '(
(OW IS A (UMAN "EING &ORMED '(
4HE (UMAN (EART '(
4HE +IDNEYS '(
4HE ,IVER '(
-USCLES '(
4HE 3KELETON '(
7HAT IS "LOOD '(

X  MIN s 'R   s  s #EREBELLUM
3 s $6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

Just the Facts - Biology:
The Senses Series (4 Volumes)
This series presents the fundamental elements of
the world of science. Covering pillars of scientiﬁc
knowledge, this collection presents a full summary
of genetics using live footage, historical video
clips and animated graphics. Each video is divided
into sections to explore speciﬁc themes, and
concludes with a summary of key points.
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s
s
s
s

4HE (UMAN %AR '(
4HE 3ENSE OF 3IGHT '(
3KIN '(
4ASTE  3MELL '(

X  MIN s 'R   s  s #EREBELLUM
$6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

The Circulatory & Respiratory
Systems (Biology: The Science of Life Series)
Students interpret the function of systems in
organisms (humans) including the circulatory and
respiratory systems. They will also compare the
interrelationships of circulatory and respiratory
systems to each other and to the body as a whole.

Includes: Educator’s Guide and Bonus Video.

3UBJECTS #OVERED )NCLUDE &UNCTION OF #IRCULATION
0HASES OF #IRCULATION 2ELATIONSHIP "ETWEEN THE
#IRCULATORY  2ESPIRATORY 3YSTEMS &UNCTION OF 2ESPIRATION 4HE (EART  ,UNGS

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s 0"3 s 9/)&
$6$ 0RICE 

 MIN s 'R   s  s4-7 s +"$
$6$ 0RICE 

Phone: 1.800.668.0749
1.800.668.0749ON,
ON, BC, SK, MB, QC, Atlantic: Ext. 243
243AB:
AB: Ext. 835
835
Public Libraries: Ext. 258 Fax:
Fax: 866-664-7545
E-mail: sales@visualed.com
866-664-7545E-mail:

AUTISM / DYSLEXIA / LEARNING DISABILITIES / SPECIAL NEEDS
A Boy’s Guide
tto Growing Up - Kit
D
Designed
for puberty educattion for students with special
nneeds, this program covers the
ffollowing important topics:
EExternal anatomy; Physical and
eemotional changes of puberty;
Health and hygiene; Privacy and
H
safety. Designed for students with mild to moderate disabilities, the following special populations
will ﬁnd this reassuring title comprehensible,
practical and positive. Students with:
s
s
s
s

$EVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES OR DELAYS
)NTRUSIVE BEHAVIOUR OR MENTAL ILLNESS
$OWNS 3YNDROME
!UTISM 3PECTRUM $ISORDER INCLUDING !SPERGERS
3YNDROME
s ,EARNING DISABILITIES
s "EHAVIORAL DISABILITIES
s #OMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS

This title is also recommended for boys who are
early physical developers.
Includes: Teaching Guide,10 Student Booklets

 PIECES s 'R   s  s -ARSH s -!23(
0RICE 

A Different Drum:
A Day In the Life of
Mathias, a TeenM
ager with Autism
a
Spectrum Disorder
S
Mathias is 14-years-old, goes to school,
rides horses, loves his family and enjoys acting
and playing games. He also has autism. In this
short documentary we get to see just how much
living Mathias packs into his life and what he offers back to society. We explore the key roles that
his family and his school play in his life, and above
all, we face modern stereotypes about autism.
Made speciﬁcally for secondary schools, this ﬁlm
provides a personal point of view on autism,
speaking directly with Mathias and his mother,
to create a complex portrait of a very warm,
engaging and funny 14-year-old boy. An engaging
portrait of a “regular kid” with autism.
Includes: Teacher Resource with classroom activities, discussions, and handouts.

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s -EDIA -AGNET
--!' s $6$ 0RICE 

Don’t Call Me Stupid
The actress and h3TRICTLY #OME $ANCINGv contestant, Kara Tointon, discusses her personal battle
with dyslexia, assessing how the condition deﬁnes
her and shapes her day-to-day life. As she sets out
to undergo tests and receive specialist help, Kara
asks whether she can ever stop it from holding her
back, and meets other dyslexics, who reveal the
impact of the much-misunderstood condition.
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ""# s !",!!
$6$ 0RICE 

HEALTH & GUIDANCE RESOURCES

E
Embracing
Dyslexia
D
A documentary ﬁlm that will
hhelp educators and parents
bbetter understand dyslexia.
TThe program explains why
it is important for students
sstruggling with reading,
writing, and spelling to be
w
screened for dyslexia as early as possible, and
shows how proper tutoring and classroom accommodations can give these students a chance at
success in the classroom and beyond.
h(IGHLY RECOMMENDEDv
6IDEO ,IBRARIAN
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s *ANSON s *-
$6$ 0RICE 

Modeling Every Day Social Skills
Series, Grades K-2
This series of 4-minute segments, targets the social skills deﬁcits that impair the daily functioning
of children with autism spectrum disorders and
other developmental disabilities.
6OLUME 
s
s
s
s

) #AN 'REET A 'ROWN 5P
) #AN 'REET A &RIEND
) #AN 4AKE 4URNS
) #AN 3HOW ) #ARE

6OLUME 
s
s
s
s
s

) #AN &OLLOW $IRECTIONS
) #AN 3HARE -Y )NTERESTS
) #AN 3HOW )NTEREST IN /THERS
) #AN 3HARE
) #AN 3HOW ) #ARE

$ETAILS FOR EACH PROGRAM ARE AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE

 X  MIN s 'R +  s  s 3UNBURST s 3
$6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

Modeling Every Day Social Skills
Grades 6-8 Series
This series targets the social skill deﬁcits that
impair the daily functioning of students with
autism spectrum disorders and other
developmental disabilities.
6OLUME 
s
s
s
s

3AY (ELLO
#OMPROMISING ! 5SEFUL ,IFE 3KILL
"ODY ,ANGUAGE (ELPFUL (INTS ON 5NDERSTANDING
5NDERSTANDING AND #ARING

6OLUME 
s
s
s
s

-ANAGING 0EER 0RESSURE
3TICKING 5P FOR -YSELF
4ELLING )SNT 4ATTLING
$EALING WITH 2EJECTION

Room to Breathe
R
AWARD WINNER

M
Many
schools are facing an
eepidemic of students strugggling with poor attention, low
aacademic performance, lack
oof self-control, bullying and
sstress. 2OOM 4O "REATHE
explores a promising solution, tested in dozens
of public and private schools – a self-awareness
technique called mindfulness that increases
kids’ focus and concentration, self-control and
classroom performance. The ﬁlm presents a hopeful story of transformation from deﬁance and
contempt to signiﬁcantly-improved social interactions with peers and adults, reduced bullying and
violence, and improved academic performance
and graduation rates.
h(IGHLY RECOMMENDEDv
%DUCATIONAL -EDIA 2EVIEW /NLINE
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s 460 s 2//
$6$ 0RICE 
ALSO RECOMMENDED:

s %CHOES OF !UTISM
s -ARKS -OMENTS  3ERIES
s 2AISING A #HILD WITH !UTISM  3PECIAL .EEDS
#HRISTIAN 3OLUTIONS 3ERIES
s 9OU !RE .OT !LONE
0LEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS ON EACH PROGRAM

BIRTH CONTROL
PREGNANCY
TThe Decision
E
Every
10 minuutes a teenage
ggirl gets pregnant - and
HIV is ever present. LookH
ing for new ways to discuss healthy relationships
and responsibility? Do you feel it is important
to discuss decision making and choices? This
fun-to-watch, current, teaching resource explores
decisions involved in having sex for the ﬁrst
time…. or not having sex. In fast-paced interview
clips teens talk frankly about difﬁcult choices and
decisions about sex and discuss their experiences,
emotional and physical. Music by DJ Jelo.
Includes: Discussion Questions

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s 3EXPRESSIONS
$%#)3)/. s $6$ 0RICE 

$ETAILS FOR EACH PROGRAM ARE AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE

 8   MIN s 'R   s  s 3UNBURST
3 s $6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

ALSO RECOMMENDED:

s !LCOHOL AND 0REGNANCY -AKING (EALTH #HOICES
s 4EEN 0REGNANCY
0LEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS ON EACH PROGRAM
5
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BULLYING / CONFLICT RESOLUTION / SUICIDE
Deep Depression
& Suicide
((Real Life Teens)

T
Teen
suicide is a complex
eevent often arising out of
ddeep depression where
a Teen develops feelings
tthat they are unwanted,
misunderstood, angry,
m
ashamed, abused, unloved or victimized. Teens
commit suicide because they may be feeling guilty
about disappointing family, friends or they feel an
overwhelming sense that they are too much of
a burden on others. Deep Depression can affect
Teens where they believe that suicide is the only
solution. Hear from Real Teens as they discuss
their feelings about severe depression and suicide.
 MIN s 'R   s  s 4-7 -EDIA
1$6$ s $6$ 0RICE 

D
Dealing
with
Bullying
B
(C
(Combating
Conﬂict
with Character Series)
w

T video looks at the
This
root causes and potential
ro
solutions to bullying
dilemmas. Studying the verbal, emotional, and
social aspects of bullying and cyberbullying as
well as physical harassment and attacks, the
program reveals the wide range of results that all
forms can have, from hurt feelings to academic
problems to murder and suicide. Dramatizations
and expert commentary highlight speciﬁc strategies to combat this disturbing challenge.

BULLY
B
D
Directed
by Sundance and
EEmmy-award winning ﬁlmmaker, Lee Hirsch, h"ULLYv
m
iis a beautifully cinematic,
ccharacter-driven documenttary. At its heart are those
with huge stakes in this issue
w
whose stories each represent
w
a different
facet
off today’s bullying crisis. The Bully
ff
f
Project follows ﬁve kids and families over the
course of a school year. With an intimate glimpse
into homes, classrooms, cafeterias and principals’
ofﬁces, the ﬁlm offers insight into the often cruel
world of the lives of bullied children. h"ULLYv examines the dire consequences of bullying through
the testimony of strong and courageous youth.
Through the power of their stories, the ﬁlm aims
to be a catalyst for change in the way we deal
with bullying as parents, teachers, children and
society as a whole.
 MIN s 'R   s  s !LLIANCE s "5,,9
$6$ 0RICE 

Bullying: There’s
Always a Way Out

B
Bullying
and
Suicide: Think
S
About It
A
B
Bullying
is a leading factor
in suicide among kids 11
to 16 years of age. And
although bullying is only one of a number of suiciderelated risk factors impacting tweens and teens, the
fact that the term “bullycide” has entered the lexicon
is a telling sign of how closely linked bullying and
suicide are perceived to be. Structured around two
scenarios in which a boy and a girl commit suicide
after repeatedly being bullied, this video offers valuable insights into bully and victim psychology, types
of bullying, and anti-bullying behavior. Alternate
scenarios are included that illustrate how bystanders
to bullying can help neutralize some of the cumulative psychological effects of bullying that could push
students to take their own lives.
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s &-' s &-'
$6$ 0RICE 

Emotional Abuse
(Real Life Teens Series)

SEE ALSO:

Lesson Plan

Emotional abuse is a form of destructive behaviour, based on power and control, that can affect
a student’s self-esteem and greatly impair psychological development and social interaction. It can
manifest itself in social withdrawal, severe anxiety, fearfulness, depression, physical complaints,
substance abuse and the inability to feel and
express emotions appropriately. Emotional abuse
can occur when anger goes too far or when parents or teens in relationships constantly criticize
and threaten, resulting in damage to self-esteem
and feelings of self-worth. In this program, teens
discuss how they recognize emotional abuse, their
experiences with it, and the immediate and longterm effects. Clinical Psychologist, Dr. Deborah
Cooper provides valuable insights and guidance,
interspersed with the teen discussions.

s #OMBATING #ONmICT WITH #HARACTER 3ERIES PAGE 

 MIN s 'R   s  s #EREBELLUM
'( s $6$ 0RICE 

 MIN s 'R   s  s 4-7 s 1$6
$6$ 0RICE 

Includes: Instructor’s Guide

 MIN s 'R   s  s &-' s &-'
$6$ 0RICE 

(Guidance Systems Series)

AWARD WINNER

Bullying has moved
past face-to-face
interaction. Junior high and
high school students present
real-life bullying scenarios, including bullying
through the internet, texts and video. Difﬁcult and
distressing situations in a variety of settings are
addressed, followed by both unproductive actions
and resolutions that work. This program covers
bullying from its painful beginning to its peaceful
end. Includes: Teacher’s Guide with Complete

Finding My Magic Set
This multi-award winning sensation is an educational package containing Series 1 and Series 2 of “Finding My Magic.”
Produced in conjunction with Save the Children, this complete set includes:
Finding My Magic: An Introductory Series

www.visualed.com

Four programs that bring Catherine and her friends to life and introduces the
concept of the magic box – a private place for a child to keep thoughts that
motivate

6

AWARD WINNER

Finding My Magic: Children’s Rights Series

Includes: Teacher’s Guide with fun activities, Trailer &
Cathy Freeman interview.

The twelve episodes place greater emphasis on children’s understanding of
rights, and explores some challenging concepts in a very skillful and and create. empowering fashion.
Episodes:
7. Let’s Be Healthy (5 min.)
1. Let’s Be Fair (7 min.)
8. My Right to a Good Home (4 min.)
2. Listen to Me (5 min.)
9. Respect My Beliefs (5 min.)
3. That’s Private (4 min.)
10. Don’t Exploit Me (4 min.)
4. Don’t Bully Me (5 min.)
11. Keep Me Safe (6 min.)
5. Be at School (4 min.)
12. Know My Rights (7 min.)
6. What’s the Best for Me? (5 min.)

 MIN s 'R   s  s $IMENSIONS s -!')# s $6$ 0R
0
0RICE
ICE 



Includes: 5 Video Extras for teachers, Guide with with lesson notes & fun activities.

Episodes:
1. Discovering the Magic (5 min.)
2. Sharing the Magic (4 min.)
3. Kate Finds Her Magic (5 min.)
4. The Magic at Work (4 min.)

! #HILDRENS 2IGHTS EDUCATION PROGRAM FROM 3AVE THE #HILDREN !USTRALIA 4HE CHARACTER OF #ATHERINE IS BASED ON AND VOICED BY /LYMPIC
CHAMPION #ATHY &REEMAN /!- #ATHY &REEMAN &OUNDATION

 MIN s 'R   s  s $IMENSIONS s -!')# s $6$ 0RICE 

BOTH SERIES ONLY $199

Phone: 1
Ph
1.800.668.0749
1.800.668.0749ON,
800 668 0749 ON,
ON BC,
BC SK
SK, MB,
MB QC,
QC Atlantic:
A l i Ext.
E 243
243
243AB:
AB: Ext.
AB
E 835
835
Public Libraries: Ext. 258 Fax:
Fax: 866-664-7545
E-mail: sales@visualed.com
866-664-7545E-mail:

BULLYING / CONFLICT RESOLUTION / SUICIDE
C
Cyber
Cruelty:
W
When BFF’s Go Bad

(
(Stepping
On Up with
Michael Pritchard Series)
M

((My Blog! Series)

 MIN s 'R   s  s -AZZARELLA
-- s $6$ 0RICE 
&OR MORE TITLES IN THE -Y "LOG 3ERIES PLEASE VISIT OUR
WEBSITE WWWVISUALEDCOM

DISABILITY

Stepping
On Up to
S
Cyber
Bullying and
C
Web
W Safety

S
Stepping
On Up to
Bullying
B

EXCLUSIVE STREAMING
E

I there something on your cell
Is
pphone or computer that you
ddon’t want others to see? Is
tthere an embarrassing photo of
yyou on your friend’s cell phone
you wouldn’t want others to see? In this program
students will learn that information stored on any
digital device, computer, camera, electronic pad or cell
phone at any second can become public and it can
live forever in a digital world. This program stresses
the importance of online responsibility and having
a digital awareness. Students will come away with
an understanding that it’s not just what you say and
do online, but what others can do with your pictures,
words, and videos that can negatively impact you.

DISABILITY / FAMILY STUDIES

T program includes 4 lesThis
ssons, each of which includes
ttwo video segments plus
a problem-solving leader’s
gguide which provides detailed
questions for a scripted discussion as well as
follow-up activities.
s
s
s
s

,ESSON 
,ESSON 
,ESSON 
,ESSON 

$EALING WITH "ULLIES
3TANDING 5P .OT 3TANDING "Y
2EACHING /UT TO 6ICTIMS
"UILDING "ULLY &REE 3CHOOLS#OMMUNITIES

 MIN s 'R +  s  s 'UIDANCE 'ROUP
'' s $6$ 0RICE 

(
(Stepping
On Up with
M
Michael Pritchard Series)

AWARD WINNER

T program includes 4 lesThis
ssons, each of which includes
two video segments plus a problem-solving, leader’s
guide which provides detailed questions for a scripted
discussion as well as follow-up activities.
s
s
s
s

,ESSON  "EING 3AFE AND 3ECURE ON THE 7EB
,ESSON  0ROTECTING 9OURSELF FROM #YBER "ULLYING
,ESSON  /NLINE 2UMORS 4EXTS AND 'OSSIP
,ESSON  (ELPING AND #ARING IN A $IGITAL 7ORLD

 MIN s 'R +  s  s 'UIDANCE 'ROUP
'' s $6$ 0RICE 

ALSO RECOMMENDED:

s  7AYS TO "LOCK A #YBERBULLY
s 'ET !LONG -ONSTERS 3ERIES
s +ELSOS #HOICE #ONmICT -ANAGEMENT #OMPLETE +IT

s ,ESSON "OOSTER 3ERIES
s -Y "LOG 7HAT 4O $O !BOUT 2UMORS 4AUNTS 
"ULLIES

0LEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS ON EACH PROGRAM

FAMILY STUDIES

A
Audiology:
Cochlear Implants
C
(
(Science
Screen Report for
K
Kids – Vol. 24)

A
Approximately
12,000 babies
aare born annually in North
America with a hearing
A
impairment. With impressive
im
aadvancements in technology,
cochlear implants are giving
these children the ability to hear. A cochlear implant is
a small, complex electronic device that can provide the
sense of hearing to patients who are profoundly deaf
or are severely hard of hearing.
 MIN s 'R   s  s !LLEGRO s 33+6
$6$ 0RICE 

W
Walk
With Me:
Alex’s Story
A
AWARD WINNER

A
Alex Killender is a ten-yearoold boy with a prosthetic leg
who lives his life with passion
w
aand humour. Follow him
oon a typical school day and
discover his fulﬁlling life with his family, at school,
and his love of sport. Made speciﬁcally for use in
schools, this is a rich resource to explore issues of
disability, equality, empathy, and the beneﬁts of
respectful language.
Includes: 30-page Teacher Resource with classroom activities, discussions, and handouts

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s -EDIA -AGNET
--!' s $6$ 0RICE 

HEALTH & GUIDANCE RESOURCES

F
Family
Violence:
IImpact on Children
Series
S

P
Professor
Child:
Children & Divorce
C
Series
S

F
Family
violence is about
ppower and control. And the
members of a household
m
with the least power - the
w
cchildren - are often the
oones most harmed, even if
they aren’t the direct target of attack. It deﬁnes,
explains, and suggests prevention, response, and
treatment approaches. This series features experts,
practitioners, and ordinary folks with impact and
experience. The programs in this series awaken
viewers to take action in order to prevent physical
and psychological injury to innocent children.

In 0ROFESSOR #HILDS #HILDREN
AAND $IVORCE series, children
tteach others about divorce by
ssharing their personal experieences. They describe what
ddivorce means to them, how
it has changed their lives, what has helped, what
they love most about their families, and much more.
Viewers will be left with a sense of hope and an
understanding that they are not alone in experiencing divorce. Each volume includes a companion
workbook with numerous discussion questions and
creative exercises corresponding to the ﬁlm.

0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES

0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s 6OLUME  4HE %XPERIENCE AND &EELINGS '(
s 6OLUME  4HE 4RANSITION '(
s 6OLUME  7AYS 4O #OPE '(

s 6OL  !N /VERVIEW +3!
s 6OL  &OR %DUCATORS AND #AREGIVERS +3!
s 6OL  &OR 0ARENTS +3!
 34!23 h(IGHLY RECOMMENDEDv
6IDEO ,IBRARIAN
 X  MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s +ID3AFETY
3 s $6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

Super Sibling:
Preparing Children
for a New Baby
This program
combines the essential information that you need and the
wacky humour that kids love.
Young children are captivated

h4HESE CHILDREN HAVE MUCH TO TEACH THEIR
CONTEMPORARIES ABOUT WHAT HAS
HAPPENED TO THEM AND THEIR FAMILIESv
3CHOOL ,IBRARY *OURNAL
 X   MIN s 'R + 0ROF s  s #EREBELLUM
3 s $6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

by this high-energy program that teaches positive
sibling skills. Through the silly antics of Doctor
Higabigaby and his Super Computer, funny characters, cool animation, and true stories, you will
prepare children to become super siblings.
Includes: Facilitator Guide

 MIN s +  s  s )N*OY s 0$
$6$ 0RICE 
7
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FAMILY STUDIES / FOOD AND NUTRITION
P
Professor
Child: Children and Grief Series
d
IIn 0ROFESSOR #HILDS
#HILDREN AND 'RIEF
#
sseries, children teach others
aabout the grieving process by
ssharing their personal stories
oof losing a loved one. We hear
about their grief and loss and how they are coping
and healing. These children have experienced a lifechanging event, yet manage to share their stories
with a sense of strength and resiliency. Viewers will
be left with a feeling of hope and an understanding they are not alone in grieving the death of
a loved one. Each volume includes a companion
workbook with numerous discussion questions and
creative exercises corresponding to the ﬁlm.
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s 6OLUME  4HE %XPERIENCE AND &EELINGS '(
s 6OLUME  7AYS 4O #OPE '(
s 6OLUME  ,IFE !FTER $EATH '(
h4HESE CHILDREN HAVE MUCH TO TEACH THEIR
CONTEMPORARIES ABOUT WHAT HAS HAPPENED
TO THEM AND THEIR FAMILIESv
3CHOOL ,IBRARY *OURNAL
 X   MIN s 'R + 0ROF s  s #EREBELLUM
3 s $6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

P
Professor
Child:
Children of Military
C
FFamilies Series
AWARD: Winner

In 0ROFESSOR #HILDS #HILDREN
OF -ILITARY &AMILIES series,
O
children
hild tteachh others
th what it’s like to have a
parent deployed in the military by sharing their
personal stories. We hear what deployment means
to them, the struggles they have faced, and how
they have worked through challenging times. The
authentic advice they offer will leave viewers with
a sense of hope and an understanding that they
are not alone in experiencing the deployment of
a loved one. Each volume includes a companion
workbook with numerous discussion questions
and creative exercises corresponding to the ﬁlm.
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s 6OLUME  4HE %XPERIENCE AND &EELINGS '(
s 6OLUME  7AYS 4O #OPE '(
s 6OLUME  (OMECOMING AND -ILITARY 0RIDE '(

www.visualed.com

h(IGHLY 2ECOMMENDEDv
6IDEO ,IBRARIAN
 X   MIN s 'R + 0ROF s  s #EREBELLUM
3 s $6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 
ALSO RECOMMENDED:

s 0LUGGED IN 0ARENTING
s 3INGLE 0ARENTING 4HE &AMILY IN (ARMONY 3ERIES

FOOD AND NUTRITION
5
54321+8
Countdown
tto Your Health
A overview of six things
An
tteens and adults can do each
dday to stay healthy. Viewers
learn about the importance
le
oof fruits and veggies, drinkiing water, positive mental
hhealth, limiting screen time,
getting physical activity and enough sleep. The
countdown provides an easy way to remember
the expert-recommended amounts of each one.
Medical professionals share the facts behind
the numbers and students share some practical
advice about how to live the countdown.
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ,:8 s ,:
$6$ 0RICE 

5
54321+10
Countdown
tto Your Health
ffor Kids
A overview of six things
An
kkids can do each day to
sstay healthy. Perfect for
eelementary students, kids will
ddiscover the importance of
eeating fruits and vegetables,
drinking water, having positive mental health,
limiting time spent in front of a screen, getting
plenty of physical activity and enough sleep. This
DVD focuses on the numbers for health essential
for kids, including an overview of age-appropriate
sleep recommendations, presented by medical
professionals giving the facts behind the numbers
and kids who give practical advice on how they
live the countdown.
 MIN s 'R +  s  s ,:8 s ,:
$6$ 0RICE 

Can I Eat That?
C
((NOVA scienceNOW Series)

W are the scientiﬁc
What
ssecrets behind your favorite
ffoods? David Pogue ventures
iinto labs and kitchens to
uuncover the hidden truths
bbehind the ﬂavours and
ttextures we take for granted
every day: Secrets of the
Turkey; Gulp! Why Do We Cook?; The Neuoscience
of Taste. Former chief technology ofﬁcer of Microsoft, Nathan Myhryold, and a team of chefs are
using advanced lab equipment to cook up dishes
that look and taste like nothing else, revealing in
dazzling visual detail the physical and chemical
changes that take place in food as it cooks.
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s 0"3 s ./6!
$6$ 0RICE 

0LEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS ON EACH PROGRAM

8

Phone: 1.800.668.0749
1.800.668.0749ON,
ON, BC, SK, MB, QC, Atlantic: Ext. 243
243AB:
AB: Ext. 835
835
Public Libraries: Ext. 258 Fax:
Fax: 866-664-7545
E-mail: sales@visualed.com
866-664-7545E-mail:

C
Childhood
Nutrition:
Preventing
Obesity
P
Series
S
T updated series gives
This
pparents and caregivers the
ttools they need to make the
bbest nutritional choices for
cchildren, starting at birth! It
message - what and how we
conveys a powerful m
feed our children matters, and instilling healthy
eating habits early in childhood can help prevent
obesity later in life. The series is skillfully created
and edited, and packed with practical advice combined with current medical and behavioral information. The 22-minute running time is perfect for
classroom use. Both programs provide a summary
at the end of the video to recap important points.
Programs in Series:
s &EEDING 9OUR "ABY "IRTH TO !GE  ).*/9
s 9OUNG #HILDREN %ATING 2IGHT !GES   ).*/9
Includes: Facilitator Guide and Handouts

 X  MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s )N*OY s 3
$6$ 0RICE 

C
Copy-Kids:
Eat Fruits
and Vegetables
a
MULTIPLE AWARD
WINNER

E
Encourage
positive habits in
yyoung children, by watchiing and copying other kids.
“Copy-Kids” unique content
“
hhelps parents get their
children hooked on healthy and positive habits.
The DVD features one chapter for each of twelve
fruits and veggies. It’s a simple but revolutionary
tool for parents who want their kids to develop
a life-long habit of healthy eating. Includes an
on-camera discussion about healthy eating with
renowned pediatrician Dr. Jay Gordon.
 MIN s 'R 0RESCHOOL +  s  s #OPY +IDS
#+$6$ s 0RICE 

Canada’s Food Guide Poster
Canada’s Food Guide Poster is a bilingual English/
French nutrition poster that includes basic dietary
advice for selecting healthy foods from each of the
four Canadian Food Groups. 18” x 24” Laminated.
'R  !DULT s  s ,:8 s ,: s 0RICE 

Canadian Food Group Poster Set
Highlight good food choices from the four food
groups of Canada’s Food Guide. This poster set features food selections and basic dietary advice based
on Canadian guidelines for each of the food groups
including: Vegetables and Fruits; Grain Products; Milk
and Alternatives; Protein and Alternatives.
'R  !DULT s  s ,:8 s ,:
3ET OF  v X v ,AMINATED s 0RICE 

FOOD AND NUTRITION
FFed Up
U
Upending
the conventional
wisdom of why we gain
w
weight and how to lose it,
w
hh&ED 5Pv unearths a dirty
ssecret of the North American
food industry - far more of
fo
uus get sick from what we eat
tthan anyone has previously
realized. Filmmaker Stephanie
Soechtig and TV journalist Katie Couric lead us
through this potent exposé that uncovers why –
despite media attention, the public’s fascination
with appearance and government policies to combat childhood obesity - generations of children
will now live shorter lives than their parents did.
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s E/NE s !,
$6$ 0RICE 

G Wise to
Get
Portion Size
P
O the past few deOver
cades there has been a steady
ca
ggrowth in portion sizes we’re
served. While many people
se
hhave grown accustomed to
ooversized portions, these
ssuper-sized portions have
brought rising rates of overweight and obesity. In
this program, viewers learn more about why portion size matters and how to eat the right amount
for you. Short segments and an interview with a
registered dietitian explain the issues with portion
sizes, including: Portion Distortion is Everywhere;
Why Portion Size Matters; Portion Size Wise Tips
for Eating Out; Portion Size Wise Tips for Eating
at Home.
Includes: Teaching Materials

F
Food
Allergies: A
LLittle Knowledge
Can Prevent Some
C
Big Problems
B
W is the difference
What
bbetween a food allergy and
a food sensitivity? Why do
some schools have peanutso
free zones? What is Celiac
fr
disease? Are some people sensitive to food dyes?
Join in on a discussion of food issues with an
allergy expert as well as real people who live
with food sensitivities and life-threatening food
allergies every day. Learn the steps you can take
whether you have an allergy, work with food, or
know someone with an allergy.
 34!23 h2ECOMMENDEDv
6IDEO ,IBRARIAN
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ,:8 s ,:
$6$ 0RICE 

F
Fruit
& Vegetables:
Color Power
C
W
When
it comes to fruits and
vvegetables, more is better.
FFruits and veggies are ﬁlled
with a host of health-promotw
ing beneﬁts, but often we fall
in
sshort on our daily servings.
How can we get ourselves to
H
eat and enjoy more fruits and veggies? Join food
and health professionals to discover all about the
power of fruits and vegetables in short segments
that discuss: The importance of eating fruits and
vegetables; Daily requirements and what counts
as a serving; Ways to encourage eating more fruits
and vegetables; Selection and basic preparation
methods.
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ,:8 s ,:
$6$ 0RICE 
#OLOR 0OWER 0OSTER 

HEALTH & GUIDANCE RESOURCES

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ,:8 s ,:
$6$ 0RICE 

G Slow Whoa Go
Nutrition
N
T nutrition and
This
wellness program
w
aaddresses weight management for younger students.
m
TThe new game show, h'O
3LOW 7HOA v makes learning
3
aabout the right way to eat fun
and easy for the youngest student. Jonathan Apple,
Glass of Milk, Turkey Sandwich and Crunchy Carrot
provide the right answers, while Candy Bar and Do
Nut struggle to get going and spend lots of time in
the Yuck Shack. Join wacky game show host Lance
Manley and his animated team of contestants to explore nutrition and the right way to eat. Topics include
the basic food groups, the effects of too much sugar,
salt and high fructose corn syrup, the importance of
drinking water, healthy portion sizes, limiting snacks
and learning healthy eating habits. And the winners
are...your students...as they learn to make the right
choices. Includes: Teaching Guide
 MIN s 'R +  s  s -!23( s -!23(
$6$ 0RICE 

Nutrient Basics
N
N
Nutrients
are the substances
in food that work to keep our
bbodies healthy, and eating
a variety of foods from each
oof the food groups will give
yyour body the nutrients it
nneeds to maintain good
hhealth. Registered Dietitian
Melissa Halas-Liang and two students explore the
functions, beneﬁts and sources of the six types of
nutrients, including: Fats; Protein; Carbohydrates;
Vitamins; Minerals; Water.

H
Healthy
Eating:
A Guide to
Nutrition Series
N
(5 Volumes)

TThis ﬁve-part series
eexplores food-related
issues with the energy, complexity, and engagement needed to reach today’s young adults. Using
eye-catching animation sequences and commentary from nutritionists, dieticians, and trainers, the
series conveys detailed, real-world knowledge
about basic nutrition, weight management, physical ﬁtness, eating disorders, and food safety.
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s
s
s
s
s

"ASIC .UTRITION &-'
&OOD 3AFETY AND $ISEASE 0REVENTION &-'
.UTRITION AND %ATING $ISORDERS &-'
.UTRITION AND 7EIGHT -ANAGEMENT &-'
.UTRITION FOR 3PORTS AND %XERCISE &-'

Includes: Instructor’s Guides

 X  MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s &-' s 3
$6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

Hungry for Change
H
E
Exposes
shocking secrets the
ddiet, weight loss and food
industry don’t want you to
in
kknow about: deceptive strateggies designed to keep you
ccoming back for more. Find
oout what’s keeping you from
hhaving the body and health
you deserve and how to
escape the diet trap forever. Featuring interviews
with best-selling health authors and leading medical experts plus real-life transformational stories
with people who know what it’s like to be sick
and overweight.
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s &OOD -ATTERS
(&#$6$ s $6$ 0RICE 

Junk Food Mums
Despite repeated government warnings about
junk food and rising obesity rates, some parents’
ideas on diet could be putting their children’s
health at risk. h*UNK &OOD -UMSv avoids the
judgmental tone that can surround the topic of
eating habits and body shape, focusing on three
different families and following the everyday
issues they face with diets and attitudes to
obesity. Most parents want to do the best for
their children, and some see nothing wrong in
keeping them happy by giving them the junk food
they love. But are they setting them up for major
health problems in the future?
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ""# s !"-!!
$6$ 0RICE 

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ,:8 s ,:
$6$ 0RICE 
9
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FOOD AND NUTRITION
N
Nutrition
for
Sports and
S
Exercise
E
(H
(Healthy
Eating: A Guide
tto Nutrition Series)

A combination of exercise
and smart eating will help anyone - from the varsity
quarterback to the student who simply needs to
fulﬁll gym requirements. It’s also important to
recognize that good nutrition is the power source
not just for physical activity, but also for mental
acuity. This video shows young people how to make
healthy eating a priority as they pursue sports and
ﬁtness. Viewers encounter the four main categories
of physiological health - cardiovascular and respiratory ﬁtness, muscle strength and endurance, ﬂexibility, and body composition – while learning how
glucose, glycogen, ATP, and other compounds play
a role in the body’s energy production, via aerobic
and anaerobic metabolism. Students learn that
pricey supplements are no substitute for real food.
Includes: Printable Instructor’s Guide

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s &-' s &-'
$6$ 0RICE 

N
Nutrition
Starts
Here: Smart Eating
H
on a Budget
o
D
Develop
healthy eating habits
that will last a lifetime with
th
Chef Marshall O’Brien as he
C
sshares nutritious food choices
aand healthy eating strategies.
Chef Marshall demonstrates
C
and explains how cooking and eating healthy
food can be both fun and delicious while saving
money. Short video segments include: Simple,
Tasty Slow Cooker Meals (10:06); Understanding
Portion Sizes (3:42); Label Reading (2:13); Tasty
Whole Grains (2:59).
Includes: Printable Teaching Materials

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s s ,:8 s ,:
$6$ 0RICE 

Your Diet
Y

P
Prenatal
& Early
Childhood Nutrition
C
W
When
women are
ppregnant or breastfeeding,
they have special nutritional
th
nneeds. Registered Dietitian
Melissa Halas-Liang explains
M
nnutritional considerations
for women and their new
fo
babies during pregnancy and while breastfeeding,
including: Nutrients and extra calories; Foods to
be avoided and food safety practices; Favourite
nutritious snacks and meals; Advice from a real
mom on navigating pregnancy.
 34!23 h! SOLID OVERVIEW THAT OFFERS HEALTHY
TIPS AND ADVICE FOR MOTHER AND BABY WHILE
ALSO FOSTERING GOOD FUTURE HABITS FOR THE
WHOLE FAMILY THIS IS RECOMMENDEDv
6IDEO ,IBRARIAN
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ,:8 s ,:
$6$ 0RICE 

www.visualed.com
10
0

Includes: Guide

 MIN s 'R   s  s 6,# s 6,#
$6$ 0RICE 

B
Beverages
are the single
largest source of calories in
la
the average diet and their
th
contribution often goes
co
largely unnoticed. Soft drinks,
la
sweetened teas, specialty coffee drinks, sports
drinks, fruit-ﬂavored juices, and energy drinks are
the sugary, empty-calorie culprits contributing to
rising rates of obesity and other chronic diseases.
Discover the best beverage bets and learn more
about how to make healthy choices through short
video segments, including: Sugar Shockers: A Sour
Choice (4:47); Sports Drinks and Performance
(3:27); Water That Isn’t H2O (3:25); Energy Drinks
and Caffeine (6:50); Healthy Beverages = Healthy
You (6:43).
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ,:8 s ,:
$6$ 0RICE 

S
Sweet
Revenge:
TTurning the Tables on
Processed Food
P
Fo years we have been told
For
that type 2 diabetes, liver and
th
hheart disease are caused by
eeating too much. Pediatric
eendocrinologist Dr. Robert H.
Lustig, MD, MSL, explains that
Lu
the problem is the quality and not the quantity of
the food we eat. The real culprit is processed food,
loaded with added sugar and stripped of its natural ﬁber and nutrients. Dr. Lustig explains: Obesity
is not the real problem; being thin is no protection
from disease; All calories are not equal - which
to avoid and which to eat; How your hormones
can make you sick or healthy; Why sugar calories
are so dangerous to your liver and your life; Easy,
practical ways to get sugar and processed food
out of your life.
 MIN s 'R   s  s 0"3 s 372%
$6$ 0RICE 

(The Body Series)
(T

W things should you eat
What
aand drink to help you stay
hhealthy? This program adddresses this often confusing
topic. Special emphasis is paid
to
to healthy eating habits, and
meal planning strategies. Concepts and terminology: nutrients, calories, junk food, balanced diet,
food groups

TThink Before You
D
Drink: Sugar
Shockers &
S
Beverage Tips
B

U
Understanding
Prenatal Nutrition
P
T concise DVD helps to enThis
ssure that expectant mothers
receive the dietary informare
tion they need for a healthy
ti
ppregnancy. Content Includes:
EExtra calories, weight gain,
hhealthy cooking and eating
habits, USDAs MyPlate, foods to limit or avoid,
iron and folic acid, dental hygiene, prenatal
vitamins, cravings, beverages, breastfeeding
preparation, being active.
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s )N*OY s ).*/9
$6$ 0RICE 

Phone: 1.800.668.0749
1.800.668.0749ON,
ON, BC, SK, MB, QC, Atlantic: Ext. 243
243AB:
AB: Ext. 835
835
Public Libraries: Ext. 258 Fax:
Fax: 866-664-7545
E-mail: sales@visualed.com
866-664-7545E-mail:

Vegucated
V
AWARD WINNER

Fo
Follows
three meat- and
ccheese-lovers who agree to
aadopt a vegan diet for six
weeks. Lured by true tales
w
oof weight lost and health
regained, they begin to
re
uncover the hidden sides
of animal agriculture that make them wonder
whether solutions offered in ﬁlms like “Food, Inc.”
go far enough. Before long, they ﬁnd themselves
risking everything to expose an industry they supported just weeks before. But can their convictions
carry them through when times get tough? What
about on family vacations fraught with skeptical
step-dads, carnivorous cousins, and breakfast
buffets? Part sociological experiment, part science
class, and part adventure story, h6EGUCATEDv
showcases the rapid and at times comedic evolution of three people who share one journey and
ultimately discover their own paths in creating
a kinder, cleaner, greener world, one bite at a time.
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s 'REEN 0LANET
'20, s $6$ 0RICE 

ALSO RECOMMENDED:

s
s
s
s
s
s

"REAKFAST "ECAUSE
#OOKING AND #HILDREN ! ,EARNING !CTIVITY
&EEDING THE "RAIN
(APPY -EALTIMES AND (EALTHY +IDS
+IDS AND &AMILY &OOD )SSUES
.UTRITION AND 9OU 3ERIES

0LEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS ON EACH PROGRAM

GUIDANCE / CHARACTER EDUCATION / LIFE SKILLS
C
Combating
Conﬂict with Characﬂ
tter Series
T series helps
This
yyoung viewers navigate
tthe dilemmas surrounding
bullying, peer pressure, prejudice, and unresolved
anger - with an additional program focusing especially on conﬂict management and resolution. Emphasizing character-building as a prime ingredient
in overcoming conﬂict, the series uses no-nonsense
dramatizations, candid “school hallway” interviews,
and expert commentary to deﬁne basic ideas,
illustrate ways in which conﬂicts often play out,
and present methods for diffusing them - based on
honesty, awareness, and respect for others.
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s
s
s
s
s

$EALING WITH "ULLYING &-'
(ANDLING !NGER AND &RUSTRATION &-'
(ANDLING 0EER 0RESSURE &-'
-ANAGING #ONmICT 2ESOLUTION &-'
/VERCOMING 0REJUDICE &-'

Guidance Systems
G
High School Set
H
((Guidance Systems Series)

C
Covers
social issues
tthat result from modeern day technology. Includes 3
DVDs plus a digital workbook
D
which focuses on issues presw
ent at the junior high to high school grade level.
The digital workbook contains activities, program
summaries, discussion questions and further
resources which reinforce material presented in
the programs.
Includes: 3 DVDs: Bullying: There’s Always a
Way Out (GH4364), Sex Facts: Teens and STDs
(GH4366) and Sexting: Sex Plus Text Equals
Trouble (GH4365), plus Teacher’s Guide with
Complete Lesson Plan for each program

 MIN s 'R   s  s #EREBELLUM
'( s $6$ 0RICE 

Guidance Systems
Series

Includes: Instructor’s Guide for each program

 X  MIN s 'R   s  s &-' s 3
$6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

C
Communication
Breakdown - BridgB
iing the StudentTTeacher Gap
(Real Life Teens Series)
(R

A student’s academic success
in the classroom is not based
oon their teacher’s performance; it is based on their own performance. When
students show genuine interest, teachers are more
willing to talk, meet with and address a student’s
issues. Students who show a lack of interest,
disrupt classes, don’t complete assignments, skip
classes or show no interest in their academic career
are often left behind. Having an open and positive
line of communication with a teacher or professor
is vital to a student’s success in school. Although
all instructors have different personalities and
expectations, there are some general guidelines
students can follow in order to establish a positive
relationship with their teacher.
 MIN s 'R   s  s 4-7 s 1$6$
$6$ 0RICE 

Guidance Systems Elementary Set
(Guidance Systems Series)

Covers social issues present at the elementary grade
level that result from modern day technology. The
digital workbook contains activities, program summaries, discussion questions and further resources which
reinforce material presented in the programs.
Includes: 2 DVDs: Sexual Abuse: It’s Not Your
Fault (GH4363) and Your Body: Your Health and
Drugs (GH4362), plus Teacher’s Guide with Complete Lesson Plan for each program

 MIN s 'R +  s  s #EREBELLUM s '(
$6$ 0RICE 
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G
Guidance
Systems
Character Building
C
Series
S

AWARD WINNER

This series covers social issues
modern day technology.
that result from mod
Includes: Digital Workbook for each program
with activities, program summaries, discussion
questions and further resources

0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s
s
s
s
s

"ULLYING 4HERES !LWAYS A 7AY /UT '(
3EX &ACTS 4EENS AND 34$S '(
3EXTING 3EX 0LUS 4EXT %QUALS 4ROUBLE '(
3EXUAL !BUSE )TS .OT 9OUR &AULT '(
9OUR "ODY 9OUR (EALTH AND $RUGS '(

 X  MIN s 'R +  s  s #EREBELLUM
3 s $6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

H
High
School
Dropouts
D
(Real Life Teens Series)
(R

A
Almost
one third of all public
hhigh school students fail to
ggraduate each year, abandoning school less than two years
in
bbefore graduation. Dropouts
aare at greater risk than their
peers who graduate, to become unemployed, live
in poverty, receive public assistance, go to prison,
live an unhealthy lifestyle, become divorced and
become single parents with children who drop out
from high school themselves. Dropping out of high
school is not a sudden act, but a gradual process of
disengagement. Lack of attendance, lack of parental
involvement and lack of motivation to succeed are
all patterns and signs that a student is having difﬁculty. This program poses, and attempts to answer
the question: Why do students drop out of school?

AWARD WINNER

EEach Guidance System
pprogram presents real-life
vvignettes that students can
identify with to develop an understanding of the
consequences, emotions and age-appropriate
solutions related to each topic. Each program
includes a DVD along with an extensive workbook
to facilitate classroom discussion, and can serve
as a supplement to any guidance curriculum.
Programs in Series:
s
s
s
s
s

$RUGS  !LCOHOL AND 9OUR #HOICE '(
'AY 3TRAIGHT AND !CCEPTED '(
2UMORS 'OSSIP AND 4EASING )T (URTS '(
3AY .O 7ITH 0RIDE '(
4HERES !LWAYS (ELP 3UICIDE 0REVENTION '(

Includes: Teacher’s Guide with Complete Lesson
Plans

h! VALUABLE RESOURCE FOR SCHOOL COUNSELORS TO
USE IN CLASSROOM INSTRUCTIONv
3CHOOL ,IBRARY *OURNAL
 X  MIN s 'R   s  s #EREBELLUM
3 s $6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

G
Guidance
Systems
TTeen Issues Set
AWARD WINNER
(
(Guidance
Systems
Character Building Series)
C

E
Each
program presents realllife vignettes that students
can identify with to develop an understanding of
the consequences, emotions and age-appropriate
solutions related to each topic. Each program
includes an extensive workbook to facilitate classroom discussion, and can serve as a supplement
to any guidance curriculum.
Includes: 3 DVDs: Drugs & Alcohol and Your
Choice (GH4483), Gay, Straight and Accepted
(GH4484) and There’s Always Help: Suicide Prevention (GH4485), plus Workbook

 34!23 h! VALUABLE RESOURCE FOR SCHOOL
COUNSELORS TO USE IN CLASSROOM INSTRUCTIONv
3CHOOL ,IBRARY *OURNAL
 MIN s 'R   s  s #EREBELLUM
'($6$ s 0RICE 

 MIN s 'R   s  s 4-7 s 1$6$
$6$ 0RICE 
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GUIDANCE / CHARACTER EDUCATION / LIFE SKILLS
L
Learning
Character
with Kelso DVD
w
SSee good character in action
in these short, true-to-life
vvignettes. The program
ppresents a scenario for each
oof the ﬁve character traits for
K-3 students and ﬁve different
K
scenarios for upper elementary
sc
students. Encourages students to be RESPECTFUL, CARING, FAIR, RESPONSIBLE, and HONEST!
Students approach an everyday situation without
utilizing a good character skill, followed by a
vignette of the students approaching the same
situation using the good character skill. Students
will see how other children apply good character in class, at recess and at home. This DVD
is presented in two separate, developmentally
appropriate sections:
Grades K-3: hosted by Kelso the Frog Using the
Kelso Star

s
s
s
s
s

3CENARIO  2%30%#4&5,
3CENARIO  #!2).'
3CENARIO  &!)2
3CENARIO  2%30/.3)",%
3CENARIO  (/.%34

Grades 4-5: Hosted by a young teen using the
K.C. Star

s
s
s
s
s

3CENARIO  2%30%#4&5,
3CENARIO  #!2).'
3CENARIO  &!)2
3CENARIO  2%30/.3)",%
3CENARIO  (/.%34

R
Real
Life Teens
Series
S
4
45 Programs Available
Th
This series takes an unbiased,
re
realistic look from the teens’
pperspective, at a wide variety
oof issues teens face today. Featu
turing young teenagers (not
aactors) telling their stories, in
their own words, the series discusses many signiﬁcant issues in adolescent society and cuts through
barriers with its honest and relevant advice. h2EAL
,IFE 4EENSv is crafted by experts to solve pressing problems in today’s high schools. Give your
students the advice and support they need in this
complex and often overwhelming world.
Latest Programs in Series:
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

#YBER "ULLYING 1$6$
$ANGERS OF 3OCIAL -EDIA 1$6$
$RUG !DDICTION 1$6$
%MOTIONAL !BUSE 1$6$
'UNS AT 3CHOOL 1$6$
0ARTY $RUGS 1$6$
3OCIAL -EDIA !DDICTION 1$6$
34$S 1$6$
34/.%$ AT 3CHOOL 1$6$

 X  MIN s 'R   s 
4-7 s 3
%ACH 

M
Money
Smart:
Making Cents
M
of Your Finances
o
How do you manage money
H
aand what do you need to
kknow to get a ﬁnancial
aadvantage? Make cents of
yyour money now so you build
ﬁﬁnancial security for your
future starting today. In this program, ﬁnancial and
business professionals share their knowledge and
insight into all aspects of money to impart to viewers what they need to know about their ﬁnances.
 34!23 h(IGHLY 2ECOMMENDEDv
6IDEO ,IBRARIAN

www.visualed.com

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ,:8 s ,:
$6$ 0RICE 
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Say No With Pride

SSocial media is a whole
nnew universe when it comes
to manners and etiquette.
Manners used to be something
M
that happened in person, but
th
today we conduct many of our
to
relationships online and the rules and courtesies
can be a little unclear. This program addresses the
general manners guidelines for cell phone use,
text messaging, email, and social media websites
and apps like Facebook or Twitter. Segments include: Introduction (2:36); The 4 Guidelines (1:53);
Mobile Manners (3:02); Texting (3:28); Social
Media (6:15); Final Advice (2:16).
Includes: Printable teaching materials

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ,:8 s ,:
$6$ 0RICE 

S
Stepping
On Up with
Michael Pritchard
M
Series
S
AWARD WINNER

h 3TARSv
6IDEO ,IBRARIAN

&OR A COMPLETE LIST OF TITLES IN THE 2EAL ,IFE 4EENS
3ERIES AND PROGRAM DETAILS WWWVISUALEDCOM

Room to Breathe
R

 MIN s 'R +  s  s #EREBELLUM s '(
$6$ 0RICE 

S
Social Media Manners:
Polite Behavior in the
P
Social Media World
S

AWARD WINNER

Many
schools are facing an
M
epidemic
of students struge
gling
with poor attention, low
g
academic
performance, lack
a
of
o self-control, bullying and
stress.
h2OOM 4O "REATHEv
st
explores a promising solution, tested in dozens
of public and private schools – a self-awareness
technique called mindfulness that increases
kids’ focus and concentration, self-control and
classroom performance. The ﬁlm presents a hopeful story of transformation from deﬁance and
contempt to signiﬁcantly-improved social interactions with peers and adults, reduced bullying and
violence, and improved academic performance
and graduation rates.
h(IGHLY 2ECOMMENDEDv
%DUCATIONAL -EDIA 2EVIEW /NLINE

This
T research-based series
instills
the necessary social
in
and
a emotional skills to
successfully
navigate the
s
profound challenges and changes of elementary
school, middle school and the teen years. Its
entertaining, comic format engages students and
opens the door to otherwise hard-to-tackle topics.
Each of the four programs includes four lessons in
a problem-solving format that sparks student discussion. Each lesson includes two video segments
plus a problem-solving leader’s guide which
provides detailed questions for scripted discussion
as well as follow-up activities. This comprehensive
series brings valuable insights for educators and
a powerful array of tools for guiding students
through this challenging period of rapid change.
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s 3TEPPING /N 5P TO "ULLYING ''
s 3TEPPING /N 5P TO #HARACTER ''
s 3TEPPING /N 5P TO #YBER "ULLYING  7EB 3AFETY
''
s 3TEPPING /N 5P TO ,IFE 3KILLS ''
Includes: Leader’s Guide for each program

 X  MIN s 'R   s  s '' s 3
$6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s 460 s 2//
$6$ 0RICE 
AWARD WINNER

(Guidance Systems
Character Building Series)

It’s important to do things that make you feel comfortable and safe and sometimes that means having to say,
“no”. When you do you’ll feel better about yourself. It’s
called pride. Young students are taught to say, “no” with

conﬁdence and stand ﬁrm. They don’t have to compromise with someone
creating an unsafe situation. When you feel like you or someone you know is
in danger, it’s important to say, “no” and give your reasons for saying, “no.”
If necessary, get an adult to help. Even if you say, “yes” at ﬁrst it’s never too
late to change your mind.
 MIN s 'R +  s  s #EREBELLUM s '( s $6$ 0RICE 

Phone: 1.800.668.0749
1.800.668.0749ON,
ON, BC, SK, MB, QC, Atlantic: Ext. 243
243AB:
AB: Ext. 835
835
Public Libraries: Ext. 258 Fax:
Fax: 866-664-7545
E-mail: sales@visualed.com
866-664-7545E-mail:

(6*%"/$&$)"3"$5&3&%6$"5*0/-*'&4,*--4t)&"-5) 8&--/&44):(*&/&
T
Troubled
Teens
Series (6 Volumes)
S
A six-part documentary
series
that takes an inse
depth
look at the dark
d
side
s of teen addiction and
gives
advice on where
g
a teen can turn for help,
guidance
and recovery.
g
Told by teens struggling with addiction and
the professionals treating them, this series
gives an insight into the thoughts and mindset of today’s teen culture and tackles a
number of different addictions facing teens
including drugs, sex, alcohol, social media,
gambling and video gaming addiction.
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s 4ROUBLED 4EENS 4ALK !LCOHOL !DDICTION 1$6$
s 4ROUBLED 4EENS 4ALK $RUG !DDICTION 1$6$
s 4ROUBLED 4EENS 4ALK 'AMBLING !DDICTION
1$6$
s 4ROUBLED 4EENS 4ALK 3EX !DDICTION 1$6$
s 4ROUBLED 4EENS 4ALK 3OCIAL -EDIA !DDICTION
1$6$
s 4ROUBLED 4EENS 4ALK 6IDEO 'AMING !DDICTION
1$6$
 X  MIN s 'R   s  s 4-7
3 s $6$ 3ERIES 
%ACH 

N
Navigating
the
World of Social
W
Media
M
T
Tweets,
texts, updates,
uuploads, pins, posts... welccome to the 24/7 digital
world. People are logging
w
oon and checking in from
aanywhere and everywhere
in the world - to hang out, interact, reconnect,
and make new friends. Whether you’re new to
social media or a seasoned social networker,
we’ve got the lowdown on everything from
the top dos and don’ts to successfully managing your online relationships and protecting
your own personal brand. Maintaining social
networks online can be a fun and positive
experience, and bring us - and our worlds closer together.
Includes: Downloadable Instructor’s Guide

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ,INX
,%0 s $6$ 0RICE 
ALSO RECOMMENDED:

s
s
s
s

"UILDING #HARACTER WITH +ELSO #URRICULUM +IT
+ELSO IN !CTION $6$ TH %DITION
0LAY )T /UT 3ERIES VEC EXCLUSIVE
3HOW -E THE 7AY 4HE )MPACT -ENTORS (AVE
ON A 9OUNG 0ERSONS ,IFE

0LEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS ON EACH PROGRAM

)&"-5) 8&--/&44):(&/&
All Washed Up
A
Ta viewers on a journey
Takes
to better understand what it
takes to get people to change
ta
their behaviour. Join 14 year-old
th
Hyrum Grenny as he takes us
H
through the process of ﬁguring
th
oout what it takes to get the
kids, to wash their hands! In this
ttoughest
h t subjects,
bj t kid
short program, viewers will learn about insightful
strategies for inﬂuencing behaviour and the importance of hand hygiene. Learning Features: Inﬂuences
to encourage change; Personal motivation; Change
environment; Deliberate practice; Social inﬂuence
Includes: Trainer’s Guide, Group Quiz, Program
Transcript, Downloadable ‘Wash Your Hands’
Signs, Bonus program, ‘Washing Hands’, illustrating the proper way to wash your hands and keep
your work environment germ free.

 MIN s !DULT0ROFESSIONAL s  s 3TAR 4HROWER
34$ s $6$ 0RICE 

F
Food
Allergies:
A Little Knowledge
Can Prevent Some
C
Big Problems
B
W is the difference between
What
a food allergy and a food
sensitivity? Why do some schools
se
hhave peanut-free zones? What
people sensitive to food
is Celiac disease? Are some
s
dyes? Join in on a discussion of food issues with an allergy expert as well as real people who live with food
sensitivities and life-threatening food allergies every
day. Learn the steps you can take whether you have
an allergy, work with food, or know someone with an
allergy. A little knowledge can prevent big problems.
 3TARS h2ECOMMENDEDv
6IDEO ,IBRARIAN
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ,:8 s ,:
$6$ 0RICE 

H
Head
Lice: An
Itchy Problem
It
U
Updated
Anybody can get head lice, and
A
if these insects get a foothold
in your school, it can mean an
itchy problem for everyone.
it
Controlling head lice requires
C
the understanding and cooperath
tion of students. This well-loved program has been
updated to give students the information they need
to guard against this highly communicable parasite,
and it will provide reassurance that this is a problem
with a solution.
Includes: Teaching Guide

Food Safety:
It’s in Your Hands
An estimated 1 in 6 people
contract a foodborne illness
each year, so what can you
do to stay safe? Discover the
steps to keeping food safe from
foodborne illness by joining a
chef in the kitchen along with a
microbiologist to learn what you need to know for
clean and safe food storage and preparation. This
program features short video segments that break
down food safety essentials, including: Common
foodborne illnesses (5:50); Proper hand washing
technique (5:44); Preventing cross-contamination
(1:36); The time and temperature danger zone
(3:45); Keeping the kitchen clean (4:10).
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ,:
$6$ 0RICE 

H
Healthier
Happier Life
Skills: Happiness
S
AWARD WINNER

Research shows that the
life skills learned in the home
lif
pprofoundly affect the physical,
eemotional, and social wellbbeing of children, as well as
their school success. In an
th
entertaining, music-rich animated, environment,
children learn how to be healthier, happier, and
more successful. This video focuses on: Self Esteem;
Appreciation and Caring; Conﬁdence. Ten animated
episodes and sing-along hit songs encourage
children to learn about physical, emotional, and
social health while a also practicing language arts
and other important skills. Lively Q&A and hit songs
engage every learner in a fun radio show format.
Approved by Kids First! Coalition for Quality
Children’s Media

 MIN s 'R 0RESCHOOL +  s 
0ENNIE 3EMPELL s "+0 s $6$ 0RICE 

H
Healthier Happier Life
Skills: Relationships
S
Th
This video focuses on: Sharing
Feelings; Communication and
Fe
Kindness; Being Responsible. Ten
K
aanimated episodes with lively
Q&A and sing-along hit songs
Q
eencourage children to learn
aabout physical, emotional, and
social health while also practicing language arts and
other important skills.
Approved by Kids First! Coalition for Quality
Children’s Media

 MIN s 'R 0RESCHOOL +  s 
0ENNIE 3EMPELL s "+0 s $6$ 0RICE 

 MIN s 'R   s  s -ARSH s -!23(
$6$ 0RICE 
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)&"-5) 8&--/&44):(*&/&
Healthy Habits
H
(The Body Series)
(T
TThis practical program
st
stresses some of the fundamental essentials to maintainm
ing body health. Everyday
in
eexamples of healthy habits
teach students how they can prevent sickness, and
other health problems. Special emphasis is placed
on life-long hygiene practices. Concepts and terminology: disease, sickness, hand-washing, germs,
teeth brushing, sleep, nutrition, and annual physical. Includes a 10-minute interactive video with
on-screen questions, vocabulary, and a ﬁve-question video quiz, as well as a time saving teacher’s
guide with math, reading and writing activities,
assessments, skill development lessons and video
script. Integrate media assets into lesson plans by
showing a complete 10-minute video, short clips,
or multiple animations and images.
Includes: Teacher’s Guide

 MIN s 'R +  s  s 6ISUAL ,EARNING
6,# s $6$ 0RICE 

Help! I’m Stressed
H
AWARD WINNER

Many schools are facing an
M
eepidemic of students strugggling with poor attention,
low academic performance,
lo
lack of self-control, bullyla
ing and stress. “Room To
in
Breathe”
a promising solution, tested
h explores
l
in dozens of public and private schools – a selfawareness technique called mindfulness that increases kids’ focus and concentration, self-control
and classroom performance. The ﬁlm presents a
hopeful story of transformation from deﬁance and
contempt to signiﬁcantly-improved social interactions with peers and adults, reduced bullying and
violence, and improved academic performance
and graduation rates.
 3TARS h(IGHLY 2ECOMMENDEDv
%DUCATIONAL -EDIA 2EVIEW /NLINE
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s 460 s 2//
$6$ 0RICE 

S
Sleepless
Epidemic
E

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ,:8 s ,:
$6$ 0RICE 

Investigating Heredity

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ,:8 s ,:
$6$ 0RICE 

(The Body Series)

www.visualed.com

AWARD WINNER

It estimated that 85%
It’s
oof adolescents are sleep
ddeprived, compromising
their academic performance
th
aand putting them at higher
risk for accidents and health
ri
related issues. With the proper
re
amount of sleep, adolescents report feeling better
and are less stressed. Their grades and athletic
performance improve, they experience fewer sick
days and are less prone to obesity and type 2
diabetes. As renowned sleep expert and author
Mary Sheedy Kurcinka, Ed. D. reports, getting
enough sleep optimizes your performance across
the board and it’s free!

Learn exactly what stress is
Le
aand discover that there is
bboth bad stress and good
stress. Not everyone experist
eences stress the same way.
You’ll understand the many
Yo
symptoms off stress. Then
h you’ll uncover all kinds
of strategies to keep stress levels in balance. When
you know what stress is, what the symptoms are
and how proven strategies can work, you’ll be able
to handle whatever life brings you! Chapters: 1.
Entire Video; 2. Stress Deﬁnition; 3. Stress Symptoms; 4. Stress Strategies; 5. Video Activity

14
4

Room to Breathe
R

Y
You’re
Not a Little
Kid Anymore!
K
Personal
P
Hygiene
H

This fascinating program helps students
understand the basics of heredity. Acquired traits
and inherited traits are deﬁned and contrasted.
Special emphasis is placed on some easy-tounderstand human traits that are inherited. This
program includes a 10-minute interactive video
with on-screen questions, vocabulary, and a
ﬁve-question video quiz, as well as a time-saving
teacher’s guide (.pdf) with math, reading and
writing activities, assessments, skill development
lessons and video script. Integrate media assets
into lesson plans by showing a complete 10-minute video, short clips, or multiple animations and
images.

Th clean routine! I take a
The
bbath or shower every single
dday. Oil, sweat, dead skin,
WASH IT AWAY! You’re not
W
a little kid anymore! Your students will love this
musical message about personal hygiene! Topics
explored include bathing, hand washing, care of
teeth, hair and nails and the importance of clothes
that are clean and neat.

Includes: Guide

Includes: Teaching Guide

 MIN s 'R +  s  s 6ISUAL ,EARNING
6,# s $6$ 0RICE 

 MIN s 'R   s  s -!23( s -!23(
$6$ 0RICE 

Phone: 1.800.668.0749
1.800.668.0749ON,
ON, BC, SK, MB, QC, Atlantic: Ext. 243
243AB:
AB: Ext. 835
835
Public Libraries: Ext. 258 Fax:
Fax: 866-664-7545
E-mail: sales@visualed.com
866-664-7545E-mail:

EXCLUSIVE STREAMING
E

S
Staying
Clean and
Healthy: Proper
H
Hygiene forKids
H
(Marvel and Friends Series)
(M

P
Personal
hygiene is the key
to stopping the spread of
ggerms and disease and ﬂu.
What’s dirty to a grown-up,
W
isn’t necessarily dirty to a youngster. Marvel and
his animated friends take children step by step
through taking a shower, washing hair, brushing
teeth and clipping nails. In addition, viewers will
learn about germs, the importance of clean clothes
as well as when and how to wash hands properly.
The video is designed to help ALL children learn
how to keep themselves clean, neat and healthy.
In this program, children will learn about what
dirty means and how to keep their bodies clean,
and how cleanliness relates to personal health.
Friendly, animated characters introduce various
hygiene skills.
 MIN s 'R +  0ROFESSIONAL s 
-AZZARELLA s --$ s $6$ 0RICE 

Wash Those Hands!
W
Wash those hands
W
- and wash away
ggerms that can cause
colds, ﬂu, stomach upsets,
co
aand a host of more serioous infections. This updated
version contains the latest
ve
information, and compelling
in
reasons to keep on washing those hands! Students
will learn about: The beneﬁts of hand washing for
everyone; All about germs - What are they? Where
are they? How do they make people sick?; Getting
rid of germs - When is hand washing most important?; What is the best way to wash your hands?;
What to use when soap and water is not available.
As an introduction to basic personal hygiene, this
video is also a useful component of an elementary
AIDS education curriculum and a variety of special
education programs.
Includes: Teaching Guide

 MIN s 'R +  s  s -ARSH s -!23(
$6$ 0RICE 

What Is Diabetes?
W
D
Diabetes
Mellitus is a chronic
ddisease characterized by
hhyperglycemia resulting from
a defect in insulin secretion, insulin action or both.
ti
TThis program is designed
to provide insight on what
ddiabetes does to a person’s
body, the various types of diabetes, complications
associated with this disease and important steps
to prevent or decrease the risk of complications.
 MIN s !DULT0ROFESSIONAL s  s .%6#/
0%!2 s $6$ 0RICE 

HIV/AIDS & STDs

)&"-5) 8&--/&44):(*&/&
Yoga for Arthritis
Y
T yoga based
This
pprogram includes breathing techniques, stretches,
in
strengthening exercises,
st
aan aerobic section and
total body relaxation. This
to
vvideo has been created
for the Arthritis Foundafo
tion by yoga and physical therapists, and is
divided into ﬁve sections: sitting, standing,
aerobics, ﬂoor, and relaxation, which can be
done separately or together.
 MIN s !DULT s  s .%6#/ s 9&!2
$6$ 0RICE 

Y
Younger
Next
Year: The New
Y
Science of Aging
S
Join Dr. Henry Lodge as he
Jo
ddispels the myths of aging
aand explains the new scieence of aging. Learn how
to take charge of your
functionally younger - more
biology to become func
vibrant, purposeful, and dynamic - for years to
come. 70% of what we think of as “normal”
aging is not aging at all – it’s decay, and it’s a
choice we make every day by how we live our
lives. Exercise transforms your body and brain
at the cellular level - ﬁtness is just a great side
effect. Emotion transforms your body and brain
as well, through speciﬁc biology that you can
control. Learn how to cut your risk of heart
disease, stroke, Alzheimer’s disease, and cancer,
and how to grow younger for decades to come.
 3TARS h2ECOMMENDEDv
6IDEO ,IBRARIAN
 MIN s #OLL5NIV !DULT s  s 0"3
9.89 s $6$ 0RICE 

TThe Vaccine War
(
(Frontline)
Now, in 2015, measles,
N
mumps, and whooping
m
ccough are all making a
ccomeback. Building on
yyears of research, this
uupdated documentary
eexplores both the roots
off th
the vaccine
i ddebate,
b t and the latest chapter
in the heated controversy: Are parents who
choose not to vaccinate their children putting
the health of the nation at risk? This is a
compelling and timely report on an issue that
remains highly emotional and deeply divisive.
This DVD features subtitles in English (SDH).
 MIN s #OLL5NIV !DULT s  s 0"3
&2, s $6$ 0RICE 
ALSO RECOMMENDED:

s !LIGNED AND 7ELL 3ERIES
s !CHOO 3TOP THE &LU
s $R ,ORI -OSCAS  +EYS TO (EART (EALTH
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HIV/AIDS & STDs
Herpes: The Secret is Out
H

AWARD WINNER

Ju and Dan are dating. Is it safe for them to
Julie
hhave sex if one has cold sores, or even genital herpes? Find out in this amusing program
featuring Dr. Kimberley Ivory and learn the facts about the HSV virus. Julie has recently
fe
met Dan but is worried about telling him she has herpes. Her friend tells her to just be
m
hhonest! How will Dan react? Dr. Kimberley Ivory provides a powerful yet simple approach
to discussing herpes and safe sex, understanding transmission, symptoms and treatment.
In this program we see a normal healthy relationship develop, myths are dispelled and
uuseful practical advice is given through a series of Frequently Asked Questions. The program iis ddesigned
i d to: iincrease awareness and knowledge of herpes; dispel myths about herpes; destigmatize
reactions to herpes and remove fear; encourage use of condoms and safe sex practice; help young people talk
more openly about sex and relationships; increase conﬁdence and assertiveness.
Includes: Leader’s Guide with discussion questions, key learning points, activities, handouts and a full transcript

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s $IMENSIONS s (%2 s $6$ 0RICE 

HIV-AIDS: It’s Still a Big Deal
H
EXCLUSIVE STREAMING
E

N
News
stories about a functional cure for HIV-AIDS, possible vaccinations and an AIDS-free
future within our grasp have made headlines all over the world. They send the message
fu
that the disease is no longer a death sentence and AIDS sufferers can live a relatively
th
nnormal life. However, this message has been misunderstood. Today, many people believe
that HIV-AIDS is a disease they don’t have to worry about. In this program viewers will
th
hhear from medical experts who work on the frontline of HIV-AIDS treatment and research.
TThey’ll also hear from a young man and woman, living with the HIV virus today, who
candidly
discuss hhow they contracted the disease and the social, emotional and ﬁnancial impact it has had on
didl di
their lives. Their message is very clear. “If you DON’T think you’re at risk, you ARE at risk.” After viewing the
program viewers will understand the HIV-AIDS virus, how it’s contracted and what preventative measures they
need to take to avoid this life-altering disease. They will also see that despite the recent medical advances in
the treatment of HIV-AIDS, the risk of contracting the HIV-AIDS virus is always present and that they must take
precautionary measures to protect themselves - and to help stop the proliferation of this devastating disease.
HIV-AIDS STATISTICS: More people are living with HIV today than at any other time in the history of the
epidemic. More than one ﬁfth of them are unaware that they have the disease. Over half of all new infections
occur among young people from ages 13 to 24.
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s -AZZARELLA s -- s $6$ 0RICE 

Sex Facts: Teens and STDs

AWARD WINNER

(Guidance Systems Series)

As teenagers become sexually active, STDs become a major risk. Watch as high school
students deal with having an STD. Real life scenarios present male and female points of
view through the initial discovery, the subsequent fear and embarrassment, the doctor’s
check-up, and the sexual partner confrontation. Realistic STD prevention methods are
presented, while differences between birth control and STD inhibitors are identiﬁed.
Includes: Teacher’s Guide with Complete Lesson Plan

 MIN s 'R   s  s #EREBELLUM s '( s $6$ 0RICE 

STD’s
S
(
(Real
Life Teens Series)
SSexually transmitted diseases (also known as STDs - or STIs for “sexually transmitted
infections”) are infectious diseases that spread from person to person through intimate
in
ccontact. STDs can affect guys and girls of all ages and backgrounds who are having sex.
Because teens are more at risk for contracting some kinds of STDs, it’s important to learn
B
what they can do to protect themselves; prevention is key. It’s much easier to prevent
w
SSTDs than to treat them. The only way to completely prevent STDs is to abstain from
aall types of sexual contact. Subjects include: What are STDs? How are STDs Spread?
Preventing & Treating STDs. Types of STDs. Who Can Get HIV? Hepatitis B - how is it spread?
Includes: Teacher’s Guide
ALSO RECOMMENDED:
 MIN s 'R   s  s 4-7

1$6$ s $6$ 0RICE 

s !)$3 &ACTS FOR +IDS
s #HLAMYDIA 4HE 3ECRET IS /UT
s 4HE ,AZARUS %FFECT

0LEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS ON EACH PROGRAM
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INTERNET & SOCIAL MEDIA SAFETY / CYBERBULLYING
D
Dangers
of
Social Media
S

Internet Safety Elementary Schools

((Real Life Teens Series)

Knock. Knock. Who’s There? - The adoption
of new digital technology is so rapid that a uniform and proactive concept of responsible use is
often overlooked. This program helps demonstrate
safe Internet use, emailing and downloading
procedures.
What is Cyberbullying? - Demonstrates how
to prevent simple mistakes that can cause a bullying situation to get out of hand quickly.
Keep Private Information Private Explains the importance of privacy on the Internet
by showing examples of what can happen when a
digital device is used in an inappropriate manner.

S
Social
networking sites are
oopen to anyone and offer lowlevel security and protection.
le
TThey are designed to allow
individuals and groups to keep
in
in touch and track their daily lives. The result is a
micro-society of friends that is vulnerable to abuse
and threats. A photo shared between two people can
quickly become a viral phenomenon. By using text
messaging on cell phones and messaging on computers and electronic devices, teens engage in sexting by
sending ﬂirtatious messages back and forth. Sexting
is currently illegal. It falls under the creation, distribution and possession of child pornography. Subjects
covered include: the beneﬁts & dangers of social
networking sites? What you shouldn’t post on your
site. What is the impact from incriminating and inappropriate information posted on network sites? Can
postings on a network site affect employment?
Includes: Teacher’s Guide

 MIN s 'R   s  s 4-7 s 1$6$
$6$ 0RICE 
EXCLUSIVE STREAMING
E

T Dangers of TexThe
tting and Sexting
(My Blog Series)
(M

C phones, mobile email
Cell
ddevices and handheld computeers provide students with the
aability to send and receive
messages within seconds.
m
Dramatic scenarios help students to understand
the positive and negative sides of this technology.
This program covers the basics on the do’s and
don’ts of texting and sexting. It demonstrates the
consequences of using technology if you don’t think
ahead before you hit send.
 MIN s 'R   s  s -AZZARELLA
---" s $6$ 0RICE 
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WINNER

16
6

Internet Safety High Schools
Cyberbullying: You Are Not Anonymous
- Provides tips to increase a student’s digital
awareness and consciousness. Through live-action
scenarios, children learn about cyberbullying and
the importance of safe internet use every day.
Think Before You Upload! Internet
Advertising and Keeping Your
Computer Safe Awareness greatly reduces the risk of becoming a
victim of a cyber-crime or digital exploitation. This
program teaches students about computer viruses
and demonstrates safe computer skills.
Trouble is Just a Click Away: Permanent
Digital Decisions - The irresponsible, and often
dangerous and malicious use of digital devices
can lead to negative, life-altering consequences.
This program demonstrates safe computer skills
and the importance of Internet privacy.
 MIN s 'R   s  s 3UNBURST s 
$6$ 0RICE 

Internet Safety Middle Schools

S
Stepping
On Up to
Cyber Bullying &
C
Web Safety AWARD
W
(Stepping On Up with
(S
Michael Pritchard Series)
M
TThis program includes 4 lessons, each of which includes
so
two video segments plus a
tw
problem-solving leader’s guide which provides
detailed questions for a scripted discussion as well
as follow-up activities.
s
s
s
s

 MIN s 'R +  s s 3UNBURST s 
$6$ 0RICE 

,ESSON  n "EING 3AFE AND 3ECURE ON THE 7EB
,ESSON  n 0ROTECTING 9OURSELF FROM #YBER "ULLYING
,ESSON  n /NLINE 2UMORS 4EXTS AND 'OSSIP
,ESSON  (ELPING AND #ARING IN A $IGITAL 7ORLD

 MIN s 'R +  s  s 'UIDANCE 'ROUP
'' s $6$ 0RICE 

Could I Be a Cyberbully? - Awareness greatly
reduces the risk of becoming a victim of on-line
bullying and harassment. This program discusses
the importance of being a responsible online
citizen.
Know Who You’re Talking To - Awareness
greatly reduces the risk of becoming a victim of a
cyber-crime or digital exploitation. This program
teaches students about computer viruses and
demonstrates safe computer skills.
Keep Private Information Private - The
adoption of new digital technology is so rapid
that a uniform and proactive concept of responsible use is often overlooked. This program demonstrates safe computer skills and the importance
of internet privacy.
 MIN s 'R   s  s 3UNBURST s 
$6$ 0RICE 

Phone: 1.800.668.0749
1.800.668.0749ON,
ON, BC, SK, MB, QC, Atlantic: Ext. 243
243AB:
AB: Ext. 835
835
Public Libraries: Ext. 258 Fax:
Fax: 866-664-7545
E-mail: sales@visualed.com
866-664-7545E-mail:

T
Think
b4 u Post:
Your Reputation
Y
and Privacy on
a
tthe Internet
A person normally wouldn’t shout out the details
of a secret hookup or give a credit card to a total
stranger and say “Max it out for me.” Yet as this
video playfully points out, in effect that’s what
people do when they post indiscreetly on social
networking sites or are duped by phishing scams.
This program uses a light touch to deliver some
very serious information on how people can
protect their reputation and guard their privacy
online while still having a good time using social
networking sites. On the “reputation” side, viewers are advised to keep their postings positive,
remember that “intended readers” (friends) are
only a subset of “actual readers” (friends, teachers, prospective employers...), and more. And on
the “privacy” side, viewers are made aware of the
consequences of cyberbullying and defamation
as well as steps they can take to safeguard their
personal information and avoid online/ofﬂine
predators. Data mining is also discussed.
Includes: Instructor Guide

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s &-' s &-'
$6$ 0RICE 
ALSO RECOMMENDED:

s  7AYS TO "LOCK A #YBERBULLY
s -Y "LOG #YBER #RUELTY 7HEN "&&S 'O "AD
SEE PAGE 
s 3TEPPING /N 5P TO #YBER "ULLYING  7EB
3AFETY SEE PAGE 
0LEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS ON EACH PROGRAM

LGBT ISSUES

MENTAL HEALTH / PSYCHOLOGY

G Straight
Gay,
and Accepted
a

D
Deep
Depression
& Suicide

((Guidance Systems Character Building Series)
a

((Real Life Teens)

AWARD WINNER

LLife can get confusing for
aadolescents when they begin
to develop sexual attractions.
Through the perspective of straight teenagers, we
meet students coming to terms with how they
feel and dealing with the anxiety of “coming
out.” Noel became extremely depressed because
she did not know how to deal with being a
lesbian. We meet Sam, who is a victim of homophobic harassment. He overcomes the bullying
by building a support team. In the end students
will realize that sexual orientation should not be
isolating. At the end of this program students will
learn the following: Having sexual feelings and
attractions, of any orientation, is a normal part
of growing up. Being gay or lesbian can make a
teen feel different and confused; it is important to
deal with those feelings and not suppress them.
Gay and lesbian teens should not hide who they
are. Find a support system - people you can talk
to, trust, and rely on. Straight teens should speak
up if they see gays being bullied and harassed.
 MIN s 'R   s  s #EREBELLUM
'( s $6$ 0RICE 

Me, My Sex and I
This compelling documentary unlocks the stories
of people born ‘intersex’ - neither entirely male
or female – and asks whether our traditional
understanding of gender is correct. Insights
from people with this condition, and the
medical teams at the forefront of treating them,
reveal how we all develop in the womb - and
that one in 500 of us is born with an intersex
condition. This scientiﬁc yet sensitive and emotional program challenges the assumption that
gender is binary, arguing that men and women
merely represent particular points of a biological
continuum. But is western society ready to
accept that ‘male’ and ‘female’ are tenuous and
imprecise biological concepts?
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ""# !CTIVE
!",!& s $6$ 0RICE 

Growing Up Trans
(Frontline)
An intimate exploration of
the struggles and choices
facing transgender kids
and their parents. Through
moving, personal stories
of children, parents, and
doctors, the ﬁlm examines
new medical
d l interventions increasingly being
offered at younger ages.
 MIN s #OLLEGE !DULT s  s 0"3
&2, s $6$ 0RICE 

HEALTH & GUIDANCE RESOURCES

T Brain:
The
Pattern, Structure
P
& Novelty

T
Teen
suicide is a complex
eevent often arising out of
ddeep depression where a Teen
ddevelops feelings that they are
uunwanted, misunderstood, angry, ashamed, abused, unloved or victimized. Teens
commit suicide because they may be feeling guilty
about disappointing family, friends or they feel an
overwhelming sense that they are too much of a
burden on others. Deep Depression can affect Teens
where they believe that suicide is the only solution.
Hear from Real Teens as they discuss their feelings
about severe depression and suicide.

Our brains are wired to perceive
O
ppatterns and structure in the
world around us. Young children
w
especially need structure to feel
es
secure and be ready to learn.
se
Yett our bbrains
Y
i also
l are continually seeking something
new! Too much of the same things causes our brains to
get bored - and too many new things can cause confusion or chaos! Discover how to give young children the
structure that they need to set up a strong foundation
for learning, and how to add new activities and ideas
that nurture their hunger for learning.

 MIN s 'R   s  s 4-7 -EDIA
1$6$ s $6$ 0RICE 
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A & The Mind
Arts
(with Lisa Kudrow)
(w
Ex
Explores
the vital role of the arts
in human development across
a lifetime and shares stories
oof how music, dance, painting,
ppoetry, and theatre markedly
improve well-being at both ends
im
oof life, and reveals the cuttingedge science behind this positive impact. Showcasing some of the most innovative and successful arts
programs, plus the work of leading educators and
scientists, this program illuminates: How the arts
can improve children’s school performance as well
as keep our brains agile and sharp into old age;
How teenagers ﬁnd meaning and hope through
poetry at the renowned Get Lit program; Why one
of the leading Alzheimer’s researchers advises that
dance is the single most effective way to ward off
dementia; How the arts help to heal children in
hospitals and veterans with PTSD.
 MIN s #OLL5NIV !DULT s  s 0"3
!-.$ s $6$ 0RICE 

The Brain: Activity, Sleep
& Boredom
Physical activity and quality sleep are both vital for
healthy bodies. A stoplight is used as a symbol to
represent activity, boredom, and sleep:
s 'REEN ,IGHT  'O PHYSICAL ACTIVITY TURNS YOUR BRAIN
ON TO LEARN /UR BODIES NEED MOVEMENT TO STAY
HEALTHY BUT SO DO OUR BRAINS
s 2ED ,IGHT  3TOP SLEEP IS VITAL FOR YOUR CHILD (OW
MUCH DO THEY NEED AND WHY
s 9ELLOW ,IGHT  3LOW DOWN DOING hNOTHINGv AND
EVEN BEING BORED IS ACTUALLY VERY IMPORTANT TO HOW
WE PROCESS THE WORLD AROUND US AND STUDIES SUG
GEST IT IS VITAL TO CREATIVITY 3O HOW CAN YOU GIVE
YOUR KIDS GOOD BOREDOM !ND WHY DOESNT WATCHING
46 COUNT AS THIS hDOWN TIMEv
 3TARS h2ECOMMENDEDv
6IDEO ,IBRARIAN
Includes: Teaching materials

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ,:8 s ,:
$6$ 0RICE 

Includes: Teaching materials online

TThe Distracted Mind
T program delves deeply into
This
aattention, distraction, the myth
oof multi-tasking, and how to use
the latest research to possibly
th
improve our skills and abilities
im
aat any point during our lives.
While the brain can seem almost
W
bboundless in its potential, it has
limitations, such as processing speed, attentional
limitations, working memory limitations, and sensitivity
to interference, which can be both internal and external. Explore the impact that multi-tasking has on our
safety, memory, education, careers and personal lives.
Most importantly, what can we can do to improve our
attentional abilities and our focus as we age.
 MIN s #OLL5NIV !DULT s  s 0"3
'!:: s $6$ 0RICE 

F
Family
Violence: Impact
on Children Series
o
Fa
Family
violence is about power
aand control. The members of
a household with the least
ppower - the children – are often
the ones most harmed, even if
th
they are not the direct target
th
oof attack. This series deﬁnes,
explains, and suggests prevention, response, and
treatment approaches. It features experts, practitioners, and ordinary folks with impact and experience. The programs in this series focus on viewers’
ability to take action in order to prevent physical
and psychological injury to innocent children.
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s 6OL  !N /VERVIEW +3!
s 6OL  &OR %DUCATORS AND #AREGIVERS +3!
s 6OL  &OR 0ARENTS +3!
 3TARS h(IGHLY 2ECOMMENDEDv
6IDEO ,IBRARIAN
 X  MIN s 'R  !DULT 0ROFESSIONAL s 
+ID3AFETY s 3
$6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 
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MENTAL HEALTH / PSYCHOLOGY
FFeeding the Brain
E
Explores
the struggles that
many face in an effort to treat
m
their mental illness. It explores
th
some of the most promising, also
bbeit less conventional solutions
to mental illness. As the ancient
Greek physician Hippocrates once said, “Let food
be thy medicine and medicine be thy food”.
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s (ILTZ s (3
$6$ 0RICE 

H
How
Smart
Can We Get?
C
(NOVA scienceNOW Series)
(N

H Smart Can We Get? How
How
ddo you get a genius brain? Is
it all in the genes? Or is it hard
work? Find out in this four-part
w
pprogram
11.
2.

3.

4.

Einstein’s
Brain - researchers seek out the
Ei
i ’ B
biological roots of Einstein’s genius.
Mystery of the Savant Brain - in the
year 5527, what day will May 1st fall on?
George Widener will immediately inform
you that it’s a Sunday. George is a calendarcalculating savant, possessing this amazing
gift since childhood. What’s going on?
What is Intelligence? - scientists are
searching for the biological source of the slippery thing we call intelligence and with the latest imaging techniques map the complex neural
networks that are the key to Intelligence.
Proﬁle: Sian Beilock - Sian Beilock,
cognitive psychologist and (choke-prone)
competitive athlete, is discovering what happens in the brain when you choke - and how
you can overcome this fear.

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s 0"3 s ./6!
$6$ 0RICE 
EXCLUSIVE STREAMING
E
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5 Ways to Deal With
Anxiety
A
(My Blog Series)
(M
Students learn ﬁve coping skills
St
that will help them to manage
th
their feelings of anxiety. When
th
Desiree has to make a presentaD
tition in front of her class, she
learns that planning and preparation can assist in
managing anxiety levels. When Kyle learns his parents
are divorcing, he comes to understand that he doesn’t
have control over the situation but staying active and
exercising is a healthy way to handle anxiety. Megan
becomes anxious when her friends get involved with
other activities which alienate her. Megan learns that
she can reduce her anxiety by connecting with others.
Henry saw his neighbour’s house burn down and is
now anxious the same could happen to his family. He
learns that having positive thoughts and positive selftalk is a good way to cope with anxiety.
 MIN s 'R   s  s -AZZARELLA s --
$6$ 0RICE 
18
8

EXCLUSIVE
E
X
STREAMING

N
Neuroscience
&
th
the Classroom:
Making ConnecM
tions Series
ti
A video course for grades K-12 teachers and school
counselors. Exciting developments in the ﬁeld of
neuroscience are leading to a new understanding of how the brain works. This series brings
together researchers and educators in a dialog
about how insights into brain function can
be harnessed by teachers for use in their own
classrooms. Course components include 42 video
segments interwoven with an online text and
other useful resources on a comprehensive web
site that also includes interactive simulations of
neuroscience research tools, glossary, and course
guide for teachers to use for sustained professional development.
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s
s
s
s
s
s

"UILDING .EW .EURAL .ETWORKS !...#
$IFFERENT "RAINS !...#
$IFFERENT ,EARNERS $IFFERENT -INDS !...#
)MPLICATIONS FOR 3CHOOLS !...#
3EEING /THERS FROM THE 3ELF !...#
4HE 5NITY OF %MOTION 4HINKING  ,EARNING !...#

X  ON  $6$S s 'R  !DULT s 
!NNENBERG s 3
$6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

N
Nutrition
and
Eating Disorders
E
(
(Healthy
Eating:
A Guide to Nutrition
Series)
S
Whether viewed
W
from a behavioural standpoint or from a psychological perspective, it’s clear that eating disorders
stress the body’s systems and put individuals at
increased risk for disease, infertility, organ failure,
and death. This video pinpoints the dangers of
anorexia, bulimia, binge eating, and other eating
disorders, exploring their possible causes as well
as ways to overcome them. It features dramatized
case studies that enlighten in a non-confrontational
way. It also provides practical information on
identifying signs of eating disorders in others and
emphasizes the importance of persuading them to
seek professional help.
Includes: Online Instructor Guide

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s &-' s &-'
$6$ 0RICE 

Recovering: Anorexia Nervosa
and Bulimia Nervosa
Eating disorders anorexia nervosa and bulimia
nervosa afﬂict people of all ages and race, especially
young women. They are serious medical conditions
that can be deadly if left untreated. Join documentary ﬁlmmaker and host Larkin McPhee ($YING TO
"E 4HIN) as she uncovers the challenges of coping
with an eating disorder. Meet experts, and people

Phone: 1.800.668.0749
1.800.668.0749ON,
ON, BC, SK, MB, QC, Atlantic: Ext. 243
243AB:
AB: Ext. 835
835
Public Libraries: Ext. 258 Fax:
Fax: 866-664-7545
E-mail: sales@visualed.com
866-664-7545E-mail:

Professor
Child:
P
Children
and
C
Divorce
Series
D
In 0ROFESSOR #HILDS #HILDREN
AAND $IVORCE series, children
tteach others about divorce by
ssharing their personal experieences. They describe what
ddivorce means to them, how
it has changed their lives, what has helped, what
they love most about their families, and much more.
Viewers will be left with a sense of hope and an
understanding that they are not alone in experiencing divorce. Each volume includes a companion
workbook with numerous discussion questions and
creative exercises corresponding to the ﬁlm.
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s 6OLUME  4HE %XPERIENCE AND &EELINGS '(
s 6OLUME  4HE 4RANSITION '(
s 6OLUME  7AYS 4O #OPE '(
h4HESE CHILDREN HAVE MUCH TO TEACH THEIR
CONTEMPORARIES ABOUT WHAT HAS
HAPPENED TO THEM AND THEIR FAMILIESv
3CHOOL ,IBRARY *OURNAL
 X   MIN s 'R + 0ROF s  s #EREBELLUM
3 s $6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

P
Professor
Child:
Children and
C
Grief Series
G
I 0ROFESSOR #HILDS
In
#HILDREN AND 'RIEF SERIES,
#
cchildren teach others about
tthe grieving process by shariing their personal stories of
one. We hear about their grief and
losing a loved one
loss and how they are coping and healing. These
children have experienced a life-changing event,
yet manage to share their stories with a sense of
strength and resiliency. Viewers will be left with
a feeling of hope and an understanding they are
not alone in grieving the death of a loved one.
Each volume includes a companion workbook
with numerous discussion questions and creative
exercises corresponding to the ﬁlm.
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s 6OLUME  4HE %XPERIENCE AND &EELINGS '(
s 6OLUME  7AYS 4O #OPE '(
s 6OLUME  ,IFE !FTER $EATH '(
 X   MIN s 'R + 0ROF s 
#EREBELLUM s 3
$6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

in recovery, who offer an honest appraisal of their
struggles to overcome their eating disorders. Topics
and themes discussed include: Who is at risk? What
sustains an eating disorder? Why are eating disorders dangerous? How are eating disorders treated?
 3TARS h2ECOMMENDEDv
6IDEO ,IBRARIAN
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s ,:8 s ,:
$6$ 0RICE 

MENTAL HEALTH / PSYCHOLOGY
Room to Breathe
R
AWARD WINNER

M
Many
schools are facing an
eepidemic of students strugggling with poor attention, low
aacademic performance, lack
oof self-control, bullying and
stress. h2OOM 4O "REATHEv
st
explores a promising solution, tested in dozens
of public and private schools – a self-awareness
technique called mindfulness that increases
kids’ focus and concentration, self-control and
classroom performance. The ﬁlm presents a hopeful story of transformation from deﬁance and
contempt to signiﬁcantly-improved social interactions with peers and adults, reduced bullying and
violence, and improved academic performance
and graduation rates.
2EVIEW h(IGHLY 2ECOMMENDEDv
%DUCATIONAL -EDIA 2EVIEW /NLINE

SAFETY / FIRST AID / CPR TRAINING
EXCLUSIVE STREAMING
E

T
Talk
It Out: Eating
Disorders Series
D

T series examines the danThis
ggerous mindset that can arise
when young people base
w
their expectations of how
th
their bodies should look upon
th
the “beautiful and glamorth
ous” celebrities displayed in the media.
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s 4ALK )T /UT ) (AVE AN %ATING $ISORDER7HAT #AN ) $O
s 4ALK )T /UT 7HAT #AUSES !N %ATING $ISORDER
s 4ALK )T /UT 7HAT IS AN %ATING $ISORDER
 X  MIN s 'R   s  s -AZZARELLA
3 s $6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

W
What
Makes
Us Human?
U
(NOVA scienceNOW Series)
(N

W
When
disasters both
large and small ocla
ccur we learn the “what” - the
ddetails of how many died, how
many survived. This program
m
pprovides the research and
insight into the “why” behind the numbers which
is not only based in luck, age or economic status
as it is sometimes assumed. Sociologists, neuroscientists, psychologists and survivors have found
the way that people behave, react and survive in a
crisis is very predictable. By combining the stories
of survivors with research into how the brain works
under extreme duress, this program reveals how
human fear functions, why our instincts sometimes
misﬁre in modern calamities, and how we can all
do much, much better.

S
Scientists
have struggled
for centuries to pinpoint the
fo
qqualities that distinguish
hhumans from the millions of
oother animal species with
which we share the vast
w
majority of our DNA. Now, we explore those
traits once thought to be uniquely human to
discover their evolutionary roots. Segments in this
program:
1. .EANDERTHALS 2 5S - is there a Neanderthal
in your family tree?
2. 3TONE !GE ,ANGUAGE -YSTERY - could two
of our species deﬁning achievements - tool
use and language - be intimately connected?
 %VOLUTION OF ,AUGHTER - humans may be
the only species that appreciates jokes, but
we’re not the only one that laughs.
 0ROlLE :ERESENAY !LEMSEGED – Ethiopian anthropologist Zeresenay Alemseged
struggled against all odds to make one of
the biggest recent discoveries in human
origins: the 3.3 million-year-old fossil bones
of Selam, an ancient cousin of our human
ancestors.

 MIN s #OLL5NIV !DULT s  s 0"3
326$ s $6$ 0RICE 
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S
Surviving
Disaster:
How the Brain Works
H
Under Extreme Duress
U

There’s Always Help:
Suicide Prevention

AWARD
WINNER

(Guidance Systems Character Building Series)

ALSO RECOMMENDED:

At some point everyone goes through stressful
situations. Those experiences can be very hard to
cope with and lead to feelings of extreme sadness, anger and depression. Sometimes teens may
feel like their situations are hopeless and think
that one way to get relief from the bad feelings is
to escape through suicide. What are the warning
signs of suicide? Is there anything we can do to
help prevent it?

s "OUNDLESS 0OTENTIAL
s 4HE "RAIN $EVELOPING -EMORY IN $EVELOPING
"RAINS "IRTH TO &IVE 9EARS

SAFETY / FIRST AID /
CPR TRAINING
C
Chemistry:
LLaboratory Safety
(Science
Screen Report:
(S
Vol.
V 42)
Chemistry laboratory work
can be a place of danger if proper commonsense precautions aren’t taken. In this issue, students learn about the laboratory and the items
common to the lab, such as protective equipment, general rules and conduct, housekeeping and disposal of materials, and emergency
procedures.
Includes: Guide

 MIN s 'R   s  s !LLEGRO s 3326
$6$ 0RICE 

H Will You React?
How
A Staff’s Guide:
Being Prepared For
B
a School
Shooting
S
Filmed entirely in a school
Fi
setting, this program is
se
ddesigned to supplement
your existing emergency
yo
preparedness plan as it relates to an armed
intruder. In consultation with law enforcement
and school district security personnel, h(OW
7ILL 9OU 2EACTv will encourage your staff
to think realistically, to prepare mentally and
to assess the situation in order to make the
decision to RUN, HIDE or FIGHT. Topics Include:
Survival mindset; Dealing with fear and panic;
Areas to avoid; Assessing the situation; Three active or retired Law Enforcement ofﬁcers (with a
combined 80 years of experience) were involved
in the development of this program.
 MIN s !DULT 0ROFESSIONAL s  s -!23(
-!23( s $6$ 0RICE 
ALSO RECOMMENDED:

s -AY ) 0ET 9OUR $OG?
s 4EEN 3AFETY 3ERIES
s 4HINK B U 0OST 9OUR 2EPUTATION AND 0RIVACY
ON THE )NTERNET SEE PAGE 
0LEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS ON EACH PROGRAM

0LEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS ON EACH PROGRAM
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SAFETY / FIRST AID / CPR TRAINING
F
First
Response:
TThe Complete
Guide to Adult CPR
G
(8 years +)

F
First
Response:
TThe Complete
Guide to Bleeding,
G
Wounds and Burns
W

New Guidelines!
N

New Guidelines!
N

TThis program is the most
ccurrent and expansive video
resource of its kind, featuring
re
nnew standards in life-saving
skills as set forth by the latest Emergency Cardiac
Care Guidelines. Demonstrates techniques such as
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and how to
deal with choking situations for an adult casualty
(8 years old and up). This program will also help
the viewer to recognize and treat someone who
is suffering from a heart attack or stroke. The DVD
includes new guidelines and standards for certiﬁcation in Advanced Healthcare and Two-Rescuer
CPR. It also demonstrates how to use Automated
External Deﬁbrillators (AED’s), which are found
in many public areas. Learn how these critical
lifesaving devices are used to drastically increase
lifesaving results. This program is developed for
both trained and untrained bystanders. Designed
for use by both professional CPR instructors and
lay individuals, it is an excellent multifunctional
resource that can be used for any learning or
training purpose. Presented by Heart to Heart First
Aid & CPR Services.
 MINs 'R  !DULT s  s 'IRAFFE s ')2.!
$6$ 0RICE 

F
First
Response:
TThe Complete
Guide to Child &
G
Infant CPR
In
(under 8 years)
(u

www.visualed.com

New Guidelines!
N
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Th program is the most
This
current and expansive video
cu
resource of its kind, featuring
re
new standards in life-saving skills as set forth by
the latest Emergency Cardiac Care Guidelines.
You will learn techniques such as Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and how to deal with
choking situations for a child and baby. This DVD
demonstrates how to use Automated External
Deﬁbrillators (AED’s), which are found in many
public areas. Learn how these critical lifesaving
devices are used to drastically increase lifesaving
results. This DVD is developed for both trained and
untrained bystanders. Designed for use by both
professional CPR instructors and lay individuals, it
is an excellent multifunctional resource that can
be used for any learning or training purpose. Presented by Heart to Heart First Aid & CPR Services.
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s 'IRAFFE
')2.! s $6$ 0RICE 

T comprehensive DVD
This
pprovides the viewer with
the basic knowledge and
th
sskills required to recognize
and treat injuries such as external and internal
bleeding, shock, amputations, impaled objects
and wounds, such as minor cuts, scrapes bruises
and burns. Using real-life scenarios, animated
graphics, and instructor led demonstrations, this
vital training tool provides an easy to follow,
informative, step by step approach to the effective
prevention, recognition and treatment of a wide
variety of emergency situations encountered at
work, home or in the community. Designed for
use by both professional ﬁrst aid instructors and
lay individuals, it is an excellent multifunctional
resource that can be used for any learning or
training purpose. Presented by Heart to Heart First
Aid & CPR Services.
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s 'IRAFFE
')2.! s $6$ 0RICE 

F
First
Response:
TThe Complete
Guide to Breathing
G
Emergencies,
E
Medical Emergencies
M
and Poisons
a
New Guidelines!
N

TThis comprehensive DVD
pprovides the viewer with the
basic knowledge and skills required to recognize
and treat injuries and illnesses such as asthma
attacks, severe allergic reactions, diabetic emergencies, convulsions and poisons. Using real-life
scenarios, animated graphics, and instructor led
demonstrations, this vital training tool provides an
easy to follow, informative, step by step approach
to the effective prevention, recognition and treatment of a wide variety of emergency situations
encountered at work, home or in the community.
Designed for use by both professional ﬁrst aid
instructors and lay individuals, it is an excellent
multifunctional resource that can be used for any
learning or training purpose. Presented by Heart
to Heart First Aid & CPR Services.
 34!23h! lNE lRST AID PRIMER THIS IS
HIGHLY RECOMMENDEDv
6IDEO ,IBRARIAN
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s 'IRAFFE
')2.! s $6$ 0RICE 

Phone: 1.800.668.0749
1.800.668.0749ON,
ON, BC, SK, MB, QC, Atlantic: Ext. 243
243AB:
AB: Ext. 835
835
Public Libraries: Ext. 258 Fax:
Fax: 866-664-7545
E-mail: sales@visualed.com
866-664-7545E-mail:

F
First
Response:
TThe Complete
Guide to Head,
G
Spine, Bone,
S
Muscle & Joint
M
Injuries and
In
Environmental
E
Emergencies
E
New Guidelines!
N

This comprehensive DVD provides the viewer with
the basic knowledge and skills required to recognize and treat injuries such as head/spinal injuries,
and bone, muscle, joint injuries. Other topics
include environmental emergencies such as heat
cramps, heat exhaustion, heat stroke, hypothermia
and frostbite. Using real-life scenarios, animated
graphics, and instructor led demonstrations, this
vital training tool provides an easy to follow,
informative, step by step approach to the effective
prevention, recognition and treatment of a wide
variety of emergency situations encountered at
work, home or in the community. Designed for
use by both professional ﬁrst aid instructors and
lay individuals, it is an excellent multifunctional
resource that can be used for any learning or
training purpose. Presented by Heart to Heart First
Aid & CPR Services.
 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s 'IRAFFE
')2.! s $6$ 0RICE 

S
Safety
and
TTechnology Series
Working in the crafts and
W
tthe trades is a rewarding
way for people to get
w
ttheir hands into their
work - but it can be
dangerous, too. This six-part series shows how to
play it safe when working with technology used in
various professions. Protect your students by making these videos compulsory viewing! Correlates
to all National CTE Organizational Standards
(including the provisions of the Perkins Act).
0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s
s
s
s
s
s

!UTO 3HOP 3AFETY &-'
%LECTRICAL 3AFETY 5PDATED  &-'
'ENERAL 3HOP 3AFETY 5PDATED  &-'
-ETALWORKING 3AFETY 5PDATED  &-'
7ELDING 3AFETY &-'
7OODWORKING 3AFETY &-'

Includes: Instructor Guides

 X   MIN s 'R  !DULT s   s &-'
3 s $6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 

SEX EDUCATION / PUBERTY
The Decision
T

Meet the New You! For Girls
M

EEvery 10 minutes a teenage girl gets pregnant - and
HIV is ever present. Looking for new ways to discuss
H
hhealthy relationships and responsibility? Do you
feel it is important to discuss decision making and
fe
choices?
This current, ffun-to-watch teaching resource explores decisions
h i ? Thi
involved in having sex for the ﬁrst time… or not having sex. In fast-paced
interview clips teens talk frankly about difﬁcult choices and decisions about
sex and discuss their experiences, emotional and physical.

T right amount of information for younger
The
students! This introduction to puberty includes
st
nnew music, new information and a fresh, new take on
the changes coming soon for girls. Prepare your youngth
eest students with the basics of puberty. Topics include
when to expect the onset of puberty; physical and emow
tional changes; menstruation; the importance of good
ti
hhygiene, exercise and sleep; self-esteem.

Includes: Discussion Questions

 MIN s 'R  !DULT s  s 3EXPRESSIONS s $%#)3)/.
$6$ 0RICE 

Includes: Teaching Guide

 MIN s 'R +  s  s -ARSH -EDIA s -!23( s $6$ 0RICE 
EXCLUSIVE STREAMING
E

JJust Around the Corner - For Boys

Play It Out Series
P

T groundbreaking educational series is primarily
This
uunscripted. Utilizing a hand-picked troupe of actors, the
pproducers gave these young actors basic instructions
regarding the situations and goals of each scene. The
re
result: a video that uses real situations, language and
re
reactions that students can relate to.
re

AWARD WINNER

D
Designed
for younger students, this program is grounded
in fact, sensitive to young feelings, and reassuring about
changes that are on the way. Younger elementary-level
ch
bboys will appreciate this upbeat look at the changes of
ppuberty. New narration and photography with lighthearted
aanimated ﬁgures prepare boys for the momentous changes
waiting hJUST AROUND THE CORNERv These important topics
w
are introduced: When to expect the onset of puberty; The physical and emotional
changes of puberty; The maturation of the male reproductive system; Common
experiences of puberty, including voice changes, feelings of physical awkwardness,
and nocturnal emissions; The importance of good hygiene and healthy habits;
Maintaining health through good nutrition and exercise.
Includes: Teaching Guide

h! lNE INTRODUCTORY VIDEO FOR HUMAN GROWTH OR SEX ED INSTRUCTIONv
6IDEO ,IBRARIAN
 MIN s 'R +  s  s -ARSH -EDIA s -!23( s $6$ 0RICE 

JJust Around the Corner - For Girls
AWARD WINNER

0ROGRAMS IN 3ERIES
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

!M ) 2EADY FOR 3EX --0
$IGITAL $ISTRACTIONS --0
(EALTHY $ATING 2ELATIONSHIPS --0
(OW TO "E !SSERTIVE --0
(OW TO &IGHT &AIR --0
4EXTING AND 3EXTING --0
4HE 3EX 4ALKS 9OU -UST (AVE --0
5NDERSTANDING 3EXUAL #ONSENT --0
5NHEALTHY $ATING 2ELATIONSHIPS --0

 X   MIN s 'R   s  s -AZZARELLA s 3
$6$ 3ERIES  s %ACH 
EXCLUSIVE STREAMING
E

Puberty for Boys
P
(Talk It Out Series)
(T

T reassuring presentation includes a cheerful theme
This
song and clearly illustrated biology, enhanced with new
so
nnarration and photography to help prepare your younger
eelementary-level girls for all of the changes ahead.
Topics covered in this lively program include: When to
To
eexpect the onset of puberty; The physical and emotional
changes
off puberty;
The
h
b
h maturation of the female reproductive system; Menstruation; The importance of good hygiene and healthy habits; Maintaining
health through good nutrition and exercise.
h4HESE ARE EXCEPTIONAL VIDEOS THAT TEACH IMPORTANT FACTS IN A CONCISE
REASSURING NON THREATENING WAYv
3CHOOL ,IBRARY *OURNAL
Includes: Teaching Guide

 MIN s 'R +  s  s -ARSH -EDIA s -!23( s $6$ 0RICE 

Meet the New You! For Boys
M
D
Designed
as an introduction to puberty, this
pprogram includes just enough information
to prepare your youngest student for the changes coming soon for boys. This fresh, new program introduces
in
students to the following topics: When to expect the
st
oonset of puberty; Physical and emotional changes; The
importance of good hygiene, nutrition, exercise and
im
ssleep; Self-esteem; Body Image.

T
Through
interviews and discussions with preteens and
teens, animation and graphics, this program will help
te
vviewers to understand what puberty is and what they
can expect when their bodies begin to change. This
ca
pprogram addresses boys’ common questions about their
bbody. The program also addresses the ways boys can
take care of their changing body and stay healthy.
 MIN s 'R   s  s -AZZARELLA s -- s $6$ 0RICE 

EXCLUSIVE STREAMING
E

Puberty for Girls
P
(Talk It Out Series)
(T

T
Through
interviews and discussions with preteens and
teens, animation and graphics, this program will help
te
vviewers to understand what puberty is and what they
can expect when their body begins to change. This
ca
pprogram addresses girls’ common questions about their
bbody. The program also addresses the ways girls can take
care off their
h i changing
h i body and stay healthy.
 MIN s 'R   s  s -AZZARELLA s -- s $6$ 0RICE 

Includes: Teaching Guide
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SEX EDUCATION / PUBERTY
S
Straight
Talk About
Puberty for Boys
P

TTeen Pregnancy

Companion to the program for girls, but designed to be
C
sshown to boys alone, this DVD is equally clean and fresh
in its approach. Some new, and appropriate, material just
for boys is included in this new title. Boys in this grade
fo
range will learn about: The male reproductive system;
ra
Hygiene and good grooming; The dangers of alcohol,
H
tobacco, and other drugs to growing bodies; Emotional
to
and physical changes of puberty; Importance of exercise and good nutrition.
This program will help answer many of those important, but often not asked,
questions that maturing boys always have.

(R
(Real
Life Teens Series)
Many teenagers don’t fully understand the enormous reM
sponsibility and full-time commitment necessary to raise
sp
a child when they themselves are still very young. This
pprogram educates teenagers about sexual responsibility
aand shows how to protect themselves from getting pregnnant if they’re sexually active. Subjects Covered Include:
Why do teenage girls get pregnant?; Why don’t teenage
W
girls want to get pregnant?; What kind of help does a teenage mother need?;
Is a baby born to a teenage mother more at risk than a baby born to a grown
woman?; What are the consequences of teenage pregnancy?

Includes: Teaching Guide

Includes: Teacher’s Guide

 MIN s 'R   s  s -ARSH -EDIA s -!23( s $6$ 0RICE 

S
Straight
Talk About
Puberty for Girls
P

hxA MUST HAVE RESOURCEv
3CHOOL ,IBRARY *OURNAL
 MIN s 'R   s  s 4-7 s 1$6$ s $6$ 0RICE 

As an alternative to story-driven programs, this new title
A
is streamlined and trimmed down to “just the facts” –
which makes it slightly shorter, and deﬁnitely crisper and
w
more to the point. Girls in this grade range will learn
m
aabout: The female reproductive system; Hygiene and
ggood grooming; The dangers of alcohol, tobacco, and
oother drugs to growing bodies; Emotional and physical
changes of puberty; Importance of exercise and good nutrition. A fresh modern take on this topic, with exciting new graphics and music by Rainmaker
Bob Walkenhorst, and very useful for class discussion.
Includes: Teaching Guide

 MIN s 'R   s  s -ARSH -EDIA s -!23( s $6$ 0RICE 

We’re Just Around the Corner
W
A your students ready for a little more inAre
fformation on puberty and reproduction? This
pprogram has been updated with new photography,
nnew graphics and fresh live action footage to appeal
tto your older students. It is grounded in fact, sensitive
to adolescent feelings, and reassuring about changes that are on the way.
This co-educational program presents information on topics that include: The
physical and emotional changes of puberty; The maturation of the male and
female reproductive systems; Conception, pregnancy, and fetal development;
The importance of reliable information as vital to good decision making; The
importance of good hygiene and healthy habits.

ALSO RECOMMENDED:

Includes: Teaching Guide

s -Y "LOG 4HE $ANGERS OF 4EXTING AND 3EXTING
s 3EX !BUSE )TS .OT 9OUR &AULT
s 3EXTING 3EX 0LUS 4EXT %QUALS 4ROUBLE
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0LEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS ON EACH PROGRAM

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
GENERAL INFORMATION

VIDEO STREAMING & DUPLICATION RIGHTS

a) All shipments are F.O.B. our premises, and are shipped via the most efficient
and cost effective method, prepaid and charged, unlessother arrange-ments are
made. Rush shipments can be accommodated and the additional charges for
this service will be added to your invoice.
b) All orders are non-rescindable, non-returnable, and non-refundable unless
the goods are damaged, you received an incorrect shipment, or without a
“return authorization” from our Customer Service Department.

License/Purchase of programs does not include video streaming or duplication
rights. Most programs in this catalogue are available for video streaming and
duplication subject to negotiation. Please contact our customer service department
at (800) 668 0749.

PRICES
All prices and fees are subject to change without notice. Applicable taxes, shipping
and handling charges will be added to each invoice.

www.visualed.com

PAYMENT
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Terms are net thirty (30) days, after which interest of 1.5% per month will be
charged on all outstanding balances. Orders under $100.00 (excluding shipping
and handling) must be prepaid by credit card.

REPLACEMENT OF DEFECTIVE PRODUCT

RESTRICTIONS
1. All programs are protected by the Canadian Copyright Act and international
copyright laws. No materials may be reproduced, duplicated, transmitted, or
retransmitted, in whole or in part, in any form or by any means whatsoever,
without prior written consent from Visual Education Centre.
2. No materials may be previewed, rented, loaned, or resold outside the licensee’s/
purchaser’s organizations, subsidiaries, or divisions.
3. Preview or license/purchase conveys the right for use of the programs via
optical projection or conventional video/DVD playback systems only.
4. Programs may not be exported from or sent outside of Canada without the prior
written consent of Visual Education Centre

Any product that is found to be defective due to manufacturing error will be
replaced free of charge.

Phone: 1.800.668.0749ON, BC, SK, MB, QC, Atlantic: Ext. 243AB: Ext. 835
Public Libraries: Ext. 258 Fax: 866-664-7545E-mail: sales@visualed.com

ALPHABETICAL INDEX
Symbols
54321+8 Countdown to Your Health ...................8
54321+10 Countdown to Your Health for Kids .....8

F (continued..)
Food Safety: It’s in Your Hands ............................13
Fruit & Vegetables: Color Power ..........................9

A

G

A Boy’s Guide to Growing Up - Kit .......................5
After I’m Gone: Suicide Awareness ......................6, 17
All Washed Up .....................................................13
Arts & The Mind (with Lisa Kudrow) ....................17
Audiology: Cochlear Implants
(Science Screen Report for Kids Vol. 24) ..............7

Gay, Straight and Accepted .................................17
Get Wise to Portion Size ......................................9
Go Slow Whoa - Nutrition ....................................9
Growing Up Trans ................................................17
Guidance Systems Character Building Series ......11
Guidance Systems Elementary Set ......................11
Guidance Systems High School Set ......................11
Guidance Systems Series ....................................11
Guidance Systems Teen Issues Set ......................11

B
Bath Salts and Other Synthetic Drugs:
Think About It .....................................................3
Body Series, The .................................................4
Brain: Pattern, Structure & Novelty, The ...............17
BULLY .................................................................6
Bullying and Suicide: Think About It .....................6
Bullying: There’s Always a Way Out .....................6

C
Canada’s Food Guide Poster ................................8
Canadian Food Group Poster Set .........................8
Can I Eat That? ...................................................8
Chemistry: Laboratory Safety ..............................19
Professor Child: Children and Divorce Series .......18
Childhood Nutrition: Preventing Obesity Series ....8
Circulatory & Respiratory Systems, The ...............4
Combating Conflict with Character Series ...........11
Communication Breakdown - Bridging the
Student-Teacher Gap ..........................................11
Copy-Kids: Eat More Fruits and Vegetables .........8

H
Head Lice: An Itchy Problem ................................13
Healthier Happier Life Skills: Happiness ..............13
Healthier Happier Life Skills: Relationships ..........13
Healthy Eating: A Guide to Nutrition Series ..........9
Healthy Habits (The Body Series) ........................14
Herpes: The Secret is Out ....................................15
High School Dropouts .........................................11
HIV-AIDS: It’s Still a Big Deal ...............................15
How Smart Can We Get? .....................................18
How Will You React? A Staff’s Guide:
Being Prepared For a School Shooting ................19
Hungry for Change ..............................................9

I
Internet Safety - Elementary Schools ..................16
Internet Safety - High Schools .............................16
Internet Safety - Middle Schools .........................16

D

J

Dangers of Social Media .....................................16
Dark Side of Adderall and Other
“Study Drugs”, The .............................................3
Dealing with Bullying ..........................................6
Decision, The ......................................................5, 21
Different Drum, A: A Day In the Life of Mathias,
a Teenager with Autism Spectrum Disorder .........5
Distracted Mind, The ...........................................17
Don’t Call Me Stupid ...........................................5
Drug Addiction (Real Life Teens Series) ...............3
Drug Addiction - The Consequences
(Teens at Risk Series) ..........................................3
Drugs & Alcohol and Your Choice .........................3

Junk Food Mums ................................................9
Just Around the Corner - For Boys ......................21
Just Around the Corner - For Girls .......................21
Just the Facts - Biology: Genetics Series .............4
Just the Facts - Biology: The Human Body Series 4
Just the Facts - Biology: The Senses Series ........4

E
Embracing Dyslexia ............................................5
Emotional Abuse (Real Life Teens Series) ............6

F
Family Violence: Impact on Children Series .........7, 17
Fed Up ................................................................9
Feeding the Brain ................................................18
Finding My Magic Set .........................................6
First Response: The Complete Guide to
Adult CPR (8 years +) ..........................................20
First Response: The Complete Guide to
Bleeding, Wounds and Burns ...............................20
First Response: The Complete Guide to
Breathing Emergencies, Medical Emergencies
and Poisons ........................................................20
First Response: The Complete Guide to Child &
Infant CPR (under 8 years) ..................................20
First Response: The Complete Guide to
Head, Spine, Bone, Muscle & Joint Injuries and
Environmental Emergencies ................................20
Food Allergies: A Little Knowledge Can Prevent
Some Big Problems ............................................9, 13
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Learning Character with Kelso DVD .....................12

M
Meet the New You! For Boys ................................21
Meet the New You! For Girls ................................21
Me, My Sex and I ................................................17
Modeling Every Day Social Skills Grades
6-8 Series ...........................................................5
Modeling Every Day Social Skills Series,
Grades K-2 ........................................................... 5
Money Smart: Making Cents of Your Finances .....12
My Blog: 5 Ways to Deal With Anxiety ..................18
My Blog: Cyber Cruelty: When BFF’s Go Bad ........7
My Blog: The Dangers of Texting and Sexting ......16

P
Play It Out Series ................................................21
Prenatal & Early Childhood Nutrition ....................10
Professor Child: Children and Grief Series ...........8, 18
Professor Child: Children & Divorce Series ..........7
Professor Child: Children of Military
Families Series ...................................................8
Puberty for Boys .................................................21
Puberty for Girls ..................................................21

R
Real Life Teens Series .........................................12
Recovering: Anorexia Nervosa and
Bulimia Nervosa .................................................18
Room to Breathe ............................................ 5, 12, 19

S
Safety and Technology Series .............................20
Say No With Pride ...............................................12
Sex Facts: Teens and STDs .................................15
Sleepless Epidemic .............................................14
Social Media Addiction ........................................3
Social Media Manners: Polite Behavior
in the Social Media World ....................................12
Staying Clean and Healthy: Proper Hygiene
for Kids ...............................................................14
STD’s ..................................................................15
Stepping On Up to Bullying ..................................7
Stepping On Up to Cyber Bullying & Web Safety ..7, 16
Stepping On Up with Michael Pritchard Series .....12
STONED at School ..............................................4
Straight Talk About Puberty for Boys ...................22
Straight Talk About Puberty for Girls ....................22
Super Sibling: Preparing Children for a New Baby 7
Surviving Disaster: How the Brain Works
Under Extreme Duress ........................................19
Sweet Revenge: Turning the Tables
on Processed Food ...............................................10

T
Talk It Out: Eating Disorders Series .....................19
Teen Pregnancy (Real Life Teens Series) .............22
Teens at Risk Series ............................................4
The Brain: Activity, Sleep & Boredom ...................17
There’s Always Help: Suicide Prevention .............19
Think b4 u Post: Your Reputation and Privacy
on the Internet ....................................................16
Think Before You Drink: Sugar Shockers &
Beverage Tips .....................................................10
Troubled Teens Series .........................................3, 13

U
Understanding Prenatal Nutrition ........................10

V
Vaccine War, The ...................................................15
Vegucated ..........................................................10

N

W

Navigating the World of Social Media ..................13
Neuroscience & the Classroom: Making
Connections Series .............................................18
Nutrient Basics ...................................................9
Nutrition and Eating Disorders ............................18
Nutrition for Sports and Exercise .........................10
Nutrition Starts Here: Smart Eating on a Budget ..10

Walk With Me: Alex’s Story ..................................7
Wash Those Hands! ............................................14
We’re Just Around the Corner .............................22
What Is Diabetes? ...............................................14
What Makes Us Human? .....................................19

O
One Alcoholic to Another: Demystifying AA ..........3

Y
Yoga for Arthritis .................................................15
Younger Next Year: The New Science of Aging .....15
Your Diet (The Body Series) .................................10
You’re Not a Little Kid Anymore! Personal Hygiene 14
Your Inner Fish ....................................................4
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AWARD WINNER

AWARD WINNER

See page 11 for details on each program
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